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ABSTRACT 

 
For over 250 years, Philadelphia scientists and doctors have stolen human remains 

to use in educational and entertainment. The borders of this practice have long been 

maintained by Philadelphians, making up a landscape of resistance and acceptance. 

Today many human remains out of the body trade reside in museums and educational 

institutions. The fight for post-mortem dignity persists in activist circles. resistance 

against post-mortem exploitation and exhibition have continuous roots in Philadelphia, 

taking place outside traditional archival scope and within marginalized communities 

subjected to the very defilement directed at targeted bodies. In Their Footsteps is an 

intervention into the physical, public landscape in Philadelphia that begins to mark sites 

of resistance against the body trade and display. The physical landmarks of the body 

trade, from collectors to subsequent institutions and exhibitions, are visible and protected 

spaces in the city. It is time to make visible the long-standing practice of resistance. 

Philadelphia is currently witness now to a fourth major wave of resistance and activism 

against complicit institutions and individuals. It situates the 2021 movement with three 

other major events: the Lebanon Cemetery Scandal of 1882, the Blockley Almshouse 

Board Intervention in 1845, and the Sailor’s Mob of 1765.  
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NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY 

 
This project and paper explore the treatment of the dead in Philadelphia history 

through the lens of anatomy, dissection, and display. While terms are defined throughout 

there are several terms that demand some additional clarification and positioning.  

There is a very real, and very physical and emotional, component to writing about 

this practice and encountering the legacy of the body trade outside of writing. Throughout 

the paper I use terms like “the dead” and “bodies” to refer to a wide variety of post-

mortem treatment. Corpses utilized in the Philadelphia body trade, a period of 

consumption of the dead in illicit and explicit trades, theft, and sales that largely 

transferred corpses (or parts of corpses) out of cemeteries or burial grounds and into 

medical colleges in the city for education, display, and research, were frequently 

dismembered, dissected, or altered for medical education and subsequent display in 

various institutions. Referring to them as the dead or bodies centers the humanity at the 

core of these remains but should not be suggested to mean these remains are whole or 

bear likeness to their person. There is no hard stop to the body trade in Philadelphia, 

though looting of cemeteries and burial grounds, particularly those of churches, became 

criminalized under state legislature. The legacy of the trade means these bodies remain in 

transit, in a crucial space between exploitation and rest.  

 To explain the various webs of influence, consumption, and impact on the display 

of the dead and its contestation, I utilize the term “corporeal economies” to describe the 

broader participation in the body trade outside of historically recognized actors like 

doctors, anatomists, and resurrection men (buzzards, body stealers). Corporeal economy 

satisfies the all-encompassing participation needed of such a wide trade and the 
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transactional reality of the body trade’s presence and survival. This is utilized to not only 

refer to the principle actors but, crucially, Philadelphia residents as well. Whether in 

protest or in consumption, Philadelphians participated in corporeal economies to 

negotiate its borders and participate in community.
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INTRODUCTION 

 
We owe something to the dead… Their bodies are worth more than their [the University 

of Pennsylvania’s] profit – Michael O’Rourke, April 8th1 
 

 
It’s a hazy, humid spring evening in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Sunset is 

beginning to tease the iron weather vanes perched atop the Penn Museum’s brick façade 

on the University of Pennsylvania. End of day traffic from the University of Pennsylvania 

hospital and campus hums around the triangle, concrete island where a couple dozen 

masked people have begun to gather. On the outskirts of the group, now erecting a 

weathered banner and testing microphones, Penn police sit or lean against campus walls, 

arms crossed over light blue shirts, eyes fixed on the group. The crowd carries signs of 

made of cardboard and permanent marker with phrases “Return the Remains!” and 

‘Repatriation Now!”  

 It’s a fine day to defend the dead. 

 The dead in this instance are centuries departed, names lost to colonialism, chattel 

slavery, institutional bureaucracy, and archival silences until February 2021 when a 

report from the Penn and Slavery Group revealed the origin of 15 skulls in the Morton 

Crania Collection.2 At one point some were treated for disease and illness in the Blockley 

Almshouse and buried mere minutes away from the crowd in a haphazard burial ground 

overlooking the Schuylkill River. Others were wrestled from West Africa, brought in 

 
1 Michael O’Rourke, “Remarks: Abolish the Morton Collection”, Return and Repatriate: Abolish the 
Morton Collection”, protest, Philadelphia, PA, 8 April 2021.   
2 Paul Wolff Mitchell, "Black Philadelphians in the Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection", Penn 
Program on Race, Science, and Society,  February 14, 2021 https://prss.sas.upenn.edu/penn-medicines-
role/black-philadelphians-samuel-george-morton-cranial-collection  
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groaning ships to Cuba where they were forced to work as enslaved persons, before they 

died from cholera and their skulls were carried by a Dr. Jose Rodriguez to Philadelphia. 

He in turn handed the skulls of these enslaved Africans to Dr. Samuel George Morton, a 

scientist at the Academy of Natural Sciences, who inferred from their crania capacity that 

they were unintelligent. The crowd gathered on the university’s campus over a hundred 

years later  

 The group gathered on April 8th, 2021 was there to reclaim the skulls.  

 The rally and subsequent march alluded to the past multiple times. Religious 

leaders and community members holding the microphone gestured to the nearby stadium, 

Franklin Field, where some of the skulls were stolen from and where many dead 

undoubtedly still remain. They gestured to the East, to the landmass where those 15 

crania originated and were taken so violently. They prayed and intoned the past, both the 

recent and the distant. These protesters not only were acting on recent news but were 

participating in a long practice of resistance. 

Spring 2021 saw the re-emergence of public interest in Philadelphia’s exhibited 

human dead. The Morton Collection at the heart of the April 8th rally is just one of many 

significant anatomical collections in the city and the recent mobilization over their legacy 

was merely a contemporary chapter in the over 250 history of citizen resistance over the 

display of human remains.  

 Beginning in the mid-1700s, medical curiosity sparked the need for human 

dissection. Out of elite demands encompassing entertainment and education, dissection 

theater and anatomical study cultivated a market of bodies in the growing city. Later, as 

established medical schools reckoned with a demand of growing student populations, the 
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demand for corpses evolved into a complex network and economy of the dead that 

involved scientists, doctors, bureaucrats, and grave-robbers. Referred in this project as 

the body-trade, this network of capital and corpses sustained universities such as the 

University of Pennsylvania Medical School and the Thomas Jefferson University to grow 

classes of doctors and contribute to Philadelphia’s reputation as a medical city. The 

practice of grave robbing resulted in more grand cemeteries for the White elite at the 

expense of marginalized bodies.  

 Throughout this systemic collection, individual collectors like scientists, doctors, 

and elite citizens collected their own human remains. The scientist and author Dr. Samuel 

George Morton was one such individual, examined here in length, who collected over a 

thousand human skulls from around the world to prove the superiority of the White race. 

These remains from both private and institutional collections were and remain visible 

components of public life in Philadelphia, from the legacy of complicit institutions to the 

exhibition of these remains in museums and cultural institutions.  

 This systemic collecting was not without civilian enablers. The display of the 

dead at public executions, museum galleries, and national fairs afforded every-day 

Philadelphians to come and look, be entertained and later, in the contemporary moment, 

be educated. Expanding our understanding of the body trade to include Philadelphians 

outside of the medical circles and scientific community help to contextualize the ongoing 

exhibition of the dead.  

 The very borders of post-mortem exhibition have been negotiated with 

Philadelphians, both with those consenting and those protesting the practice. For as long 

as there have been grave disturbances and looted remains, there have been people 
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protesting it and demanding dignity and rest for those disturbed. For so long, 

understandings of these people have been portrayed as “anti-science” by those writing the 

history, and objection to dissection and display have been framed as sparse and 

reactionary events.3 Viewing several resistance events within Philadelphia history and 

public memory offers an opportunity to interrupt the common narrative and challenge 

assumptions of post-mortem exhibition in the city. For too long, archival absences and 

elite narratives have framed those demanding justice as reactionary and small, 

insignificant voices of opposition that should be ignored or suppressed.  

 It should be noted, this violence and these curated absences are not isolated to 

Philadelphia but are part of broader, more global patterns of power and dehumanization. 

The body trade, and its challenges, cannot be removed or sanitized away from the 

genocide in the American West, the slave trade, and broader colonization efforts around 

the world. For the purpose of this prototype, Philadelphia is uniquely positioned as 

experiencing ongoing public interest in remains associated with the body trade, joining 

well-documented public resistances in its 250-year history. This case study is an 

opportunity to imagine what reckoning on more expansive levels can look like and is an 

exciting possibility to connect the city’s local history to more sweeping patterns of power 

and resistance. 

 As this paper, and broader project In Their Footsteps, demonstrates: resistance 

against post-mortem exploitation and exhibition have continuous roots in Philadelphia, 

taking place outside traditional archival scope and within marginalized communities 

 
3 For centuries, protests against the body trade and corpse trafficking have been framed as anti-scientific by 
scientists, doctors, and museum curators. Carmen Niemeyer, “’And What Say the Living?’ An Examination 
of Public Discussion of Anatomical Dissection Prior to the Doctor’s Riot of 1788”, MJUR, 2019.  
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subjected to the very defilement directed at targeted bodies. In Their Footsteps is an 

intervention into the physical, public landscape in Philadelphia that begins to mark sites 

of resistance against the body trade and display. The physical landmarks of the body 

trade, from collectors to subsequent institutions and exhibitions, are visible and protected 

spaces in the city. It is time to make visible the long-standing practice of resistance.  

 This project emerges at a crucial moment, where the spring rally is an indicator. 

Philadelphia is witness now to a fourth major wave of resistance and activism against 

complicit institutions and individuals. It situates the 2021 movement with three other 

major events: the Lebanon Cemetery Scandal of 1882, the Blockley Almshouse Board 

Intervention in 1845, and the Sailor’s Mob of 1765. Through these connected histories 

institutional complicity comes into view: a litany of museums, universities, and societies 

that continue to house the dead or exhibit them. The list of complicit institutions is far 

larger than the several that are unpacked in this paper, themselves chosen and analyzed 

for their proximity to the resistances central to In Their Footsteps.4 To understand the 

sheer scale of complicity and harm, to begin to comprehend the work demanded of this 

legacy, we turn to the broader necro-landscape in Philadelphia and its evolution.  

 

 

 

 

 
4 These named and narrowly analyzed  institutions are: the Penn Museum at the University of 
Pennsylvania, the Wistar Institute, the Academy of Natural Sciences, and the Blockley Almshouse (later 
the Philadelphia General Hospital). This is by no means an exhaustive list, nor is this paper an adequate 
institutional analysis for engaging complicity, only so much as is possible to narrative resistance to the 
body trade.  
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CHAPTER 1: 
THE DEAD IN HISTORY, THE DEAD AS ACTOR 

 

Human remains have traditionally been liminal actors in historic scholarship, 

isolated to sensationalist examples and anecdote. They emerge as primary objects and 

persons in the academic disciplines of funerary studies, genocide studies, medical history, 

and museum theory. These three disciplines engage the display of remains in proximity to 

living actors, given the materiality of corpses in applied contexts.5 Attention to human 

remains in genocide studies has garnered the most interpretive focus, given its necessity 

of incorporating various actors and reading post-mortem exhibition against conflict 

settings. The work of Jean-Marc Dreyfus and Elisabeth Anstett in Human Remains in 

Society: Curation and Exhibition in the Aftermath of Genocide and Mass Violence 

 
5 The most exhaustive of these disciplines is medical history, which is examined in Samuel Redman’s Bone 
Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory in Museums, Samuel J. M. M. Alberti’s Medical 
Museums in Nineteenth Century Britain, and Elizabeth Hallam’s Anatomy Museum: Death and the Body 
Displayed. The three texts interrogate the intersection of public engagement with remains but prioritize 
institutional memory and narrative. Ann Fabian’s Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied 
Dead is a text that borders on the medical, exploring the scientific motivations of collectors and how 
remains were interpreted in teaching colleges.  
Regarding museum theory: scholars have been discussing postmortem ethics and display since the mid-20th 
century with recent scholarship increasingly interrogating state power and policy. Dan Hick’s The Brutish 
Museums: Benin Bronzes, Colonial Violence, and Cultural Restitution is perhaps the most dynamic 
interrogation of the intersections of state and power that play out in museum spaces. This seminal work 
joins the work of Masaki Komori (“Dead Bodies on Display: Museum Ethics in the History of the Mütter 
Museum”) and Alma Aspebourg (“Morgue, Mausoleum - or Museum? How Museum Materiality Works to 
Transform Human Remains”) that are historicizing post-mortem exhibition while analyzing the architecture 
of museum spaces.[Samuel Redman, Bone Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory in 
Museums (Harvard University Press, 2016); Samuel J. M. M. Alberti, Medical Museums in Nineteenth 
Century Britain (Oxford University Press, 2011); Elizabeth Hallam, Anatomy Museum: Death and the Body 
Displayed (University of Chicago Press, 2008); Dan Hicks, The Brutish Museums: Benin Bronzes, Colonial 
Violence, and Cultural Restitution (Pluto Press, 2020); Masaki Komori, "Dead Bodies on Display: Museum 
Ethics in the History of the Mütter Museum", Journal of American and Canadian Studies: 35. 
(2017).https://go-gale-
com.libproxy.temple.edu/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=temple_main&id=GALE%7CA539387954&v=2.1&it=r 
; Alma Aspeborg, "Morgue, Mausoleum - or Museum? How Museum Materiality Works to Transform 
Human Remains", Tridskrit för ABM, 5:1, 2020 . 
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effortlessly integrates post-mortem display amidst particular backdrops, opening 

historical engagement of power and mortality.6  

In recent years several historians have read human remains amidst the broader 

culture where they are negotiated, challenging the assumed agency of remains that 

religious ritual promotes by historicizing living engagement with the dead.7 The 

interdisciplinary work shaping such texts exposes power dynamics in the landscape of the 

dead, most critically in Vincent Brown’s The Reaper’s Garden: Death and Power in the 

World of Atlantic Slavery, where post-mortem treatment could not be extracted from 

slavery’s landscapes.8 This work has since informed readings of power and death that 

have problematized assumptions of agency and exposed relationships between mortality 

and the state that prove necessary for an analysis of the Morton Crania Collection and 

Philadelphia necro-economies at large. As the study of human dead progress, the active 

stakeholders change from corpse to institution, body to state, as historians interrogate the 

seat of power. 

Some collections and collectors have captured historians’ imaginations and time. 

Research examining the Morton Collection have largely been isolated to medical history 

 
6 Part of a larger series Human Remains and Violence, Human Remains in Society: Curation and Exhibition 
in the Aftermath of Genocide and Mass-Violence proves an essential text for the American historian given 
the accumulation of corpse collections alongside genocide and settler colonialism. Jean-Marc Dreyfus & 
.Élisabeth Anstett, Human Remains in Society: Curation and Exhibition in the Aftermath of Genocide and 
Mass-Violence, (Manchester University Press, 2017).  
7 The most expansive work on the subject is Thomas W. Lacquer’s The Work of the Dead: a Cultural 
History of Mortal Remains  which traces the evolution of English churchyards and cemeteries for centuries. 
The text is highly interdisciplinary and shows the evolution of post-mortem treatment alongside the 
emergence of the English class system. Mortal Remains: Death in Early America, an edited volume by 
Nancy Isenberg and Andrew Burstein, engages disparate interrogations of post-mortem care, though largely 
disconnected from broader policy or cultural shifts: Thomas W. Lacquer, The Work of the Dead: A Cultural 
History of Mortal Remains (Princeton University Press, 2015); Nancy Isenberg & Andrew Burstein, eds. 
Moral Remains: Death in Early America (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003).  
8 Vincent Brown, The Reaper’s Garden: Death and Power in the World of Atlantic Slavery (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2010).  
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and museum studies, respectively.9 As a result, much of the scholarship emphasizes the 

role of collectors, prioritizing elite actors, as in Ann Fabian’s The Skull Collectors: Race, 

Science, and America’s Unburied Dead.10 Fabian’s work, among others, is 

groundbreaking in the exposure of power at play in American crania collections, though 

the dependence on elite actors like scientific institutions and collectors limits the full 

impact and formation of the collections.11  

In theoretical museum text, the human body enters as an artifact and in 

subsequent years is a matter of ethical consideration and engagement.12 Understanding 

museum text and writing is essential for writing about a practice that has contributed to 

the presence of human remains in museum displays and archives, particularly when 

museum complicity is referenced in other texts like The Skull Collectors. Out of the late 

20th century, where Indigenous activism helped pass the Native American Graves 

Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), museum writing has turned toward more 

critical and contextual text to understand the display of the dead. Writings fall into 

various camps: those of apathy, those of encouragement, and those of opposition. 

Academics like Hedley Swain in “Museum Practice and the Display of Human Remains” 

work to root the display of the dead in Enlightenment values and prevalence of 

 
9 Much of the scholarship of human remains on display in contemporary connotations has much to do with 
their legitimization for preservation which rests in biological and archaeological insight. . Museum studies 
seeks to examine the role of museum architecture (display cases, labels, hallways, curation) and their 
evolution in the place of the museum proper. Namely, the way museum architecture makes objects out of 
sacred, loved, and sometimes human beings.  
10 Ann Fabian, The Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead (University of Chicago 
Press, 2010).  
11 Samuel J. Redman interrogates human collections in America’s museums, situating the Morton 
Collection among many charged archives and storage spaces across the country. Samuel J. Redman Bone 
Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory (Harvard University Press, 2016). 
12 Mummies and corpses have long been published pieces of marketing for cultural institutions both in text 
and other visuals. From children’s literature to coffee-table publications, mummies are viewed as “fine art” 
over human remains. Carol Andrews, Egyptian Mummies, (Harvard University Press, 2004).  
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anatomical interrogation.13 Authors like Elizabeth Hallam in Anatomy Museum: Death 

and the Body Displayed seek to challenge assumptions of corpse presence in anatomical 

museums, part-practical guide and part-long history of the practice of exhibition.14 

Lately, human remains enter museum theory and text in informative practical texts and 

ruminations on repatriation.15  

Overall, academic text concerning human remains have evolved from considering 

human remains and the corpse on the borders of historic event to recognizing them as 

actors, vulnerable artifacts, and even influences in their own right. Increasingly, human 

remains are being centered in scholarly text. Given this late turn in academic approaches, 

there remains a  local population complicit in the display and exhibition of human 

remains that begs to be studied. Post-mortem exhibition  is endorsed by a broad corporeal 

culture, evidenced through the participation in public exhibition and collections. By 

interpreting the display of human remains within a broader cultural and historic context, 

this paper will engage the ways that Philadelphians controlled the post-mortem legacies 

of so many people. This work seeks to recenter citizens as active change-makers in 

corporeal landscapes, shifting assumptions of power and complicity, and problematizing 

binaries within the existing literature.  

 
13 Swain’s piece is part of an edited volume entitled Archaeologists and the Dead: Mortuary Archaeology 
in Contemporary Society. Working primarily with the ancient dead, like Egyptian mummies, Swain posits 
the display of the dead as generally accepted and rooted in Christian relic veneration. Archaeologists and 
the Dead: Mortuary Archaeology in Contemporary Society, eds. Howard Williams and Melanie Giles 
(Oxford University Press, 2016).  
14 Elizabeth Hallam, Anatomy Museum: Death and the Body Displayed, (Reakiton Books, 2016).  
15 Texts that take an informative and practical approach to conservation and repatriation include Human 
Remains: Guide for Museums and Academic Institutions Concerning the Care and Conservation of Human 
Remains, eds. Vince Cassman, Nancy Odegaard, Joseph Powell, (AltaMira Press: 2008); Some texts take a 
staunch anti-repatriation stake where repatriation is viewed as a challenge to institutional authority. Tiffany 
Jenkins, Contesting Human Remains in Museum Collections: the Crisis of Cultural Authority,(Routledge 
Press, 2010).  
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Philadelphia Dead  
 
 

A central aspect to this diverse afterlife of dead bodies in Philadelphia is the 

anatomical body trade, the core economy of this paper. The legacy of this practice is not 

only central to the  medical identity of  Philadelphia, an understanding that persists to 

contemporary identity, but was also central to cultivating, shaping, and enforcing civic 

identity. Anatomical display and collection marked the limits of civic inclusion, 

reflecting community and inviting opposition, working with the broader American 

definitions of dignity and apathy that characterized burial grounds in and around the city. 

The theft and exploitation of marginalized dead in Philadelphia takes place against a 

backdrop of mortuary practice and national identity. Neither Philadelphia nor the body 

trade within its borders existed outside of funerary traditions, colonialism and genocide, 

slavery, and veneration. Philadelphians encounter the dead in both an institutional sense 

and outside of it. Philadelphians encounter necrospaces throughout their commutes, 

recreation, and orientation in the city. While some are obvious and evident, markers that 

we can recognize like headstones, gates, and tombs, many of the most prominent spaces 

in Philadelphia have been shaped by the dead and the way citizens have engaged with the 

dead. Philadelphia has a long history of displaying the dead for both corporeal and 

virtuous purposes, like any other community. Philadelphian necrospaces were informed 

by a broader corporeal exposure largely visible in the American South, where display of 

the enslaved dead marked sharp borders of violence and exclusion, and the British 

practices of corporeal punishment and executions that characterized the turbulent colonial 

years and informed emerging penal practice. From the territory’s conception, European 
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sentiments around the dead met Indigenous, Leni-Lenape, practices and evolved with 

immigration, religious traditions, and a tenuous Philadelphia identity. It is necessary to 

contextualize Philadelphia resistance to dissection and display within the local contexts 

and the national experiment.   

Human remains went through dramatic transformations in the decades between 

the 1740s, when Philadelphia’s first public anatomical dissection was advertised, and 

2021, when the University of Pennsylvania publicly committed to repatriation of its 

famous Morton Crania Collection at the behest of local protesters. It is necessary here to 

briefly contextualize the relationships Philadelphians had with human remains on the eve 

of where we begin our interrogation and lay out the gradual shifts in corpse engagement. 

It is necessary to situate what was seen as acceptable corpse engagement, to better 

understand the challenges Philadelphians made to corporeal exhibition and treatment, and 

to situate the world remains, like the Morton Crania Collection, would inhabit and 

provoke. 

Human remains, whether engaged privately or publicly, cannot be disentangled or 

viewed separate from their broader cultural surroundings. Given that Philadelphians, 

participating in the corporeal economy through museum exhibitions or anatomical 

dissection, viewed the human remains through a culturally informed lens, it is necessary 

to situate the exhibited human corpse within the local context. This can be understood 

through the treatment of human remains in Philadelphia’s history and cultural landscape 

and through the objectifying influence of anatomical study and the Museum proper. 

Philadelphians encountered human remains in religious ritual, corporeal punishment, 

anatomical collections, and the museum. Corporeal landscape here refers to the 
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geographic and social interactions of human corpses. It encompasses ritual, like funerals 

and wakes, and the corpse’s interventions into public space from the gallows to museum 

galleries. This paper posits citizens as active meaning-makers of these remains, 

participating in a corporeal economy parallel to the landscape human remains inhabit. 

The dead populated the growing city of Philadelphia. As the city borders grew, 

marked by blocks of rowhomes or estates, Lenape bodies were moved and disposed, a 

physical and symbolic indicator of colonial impact. Church burial grounds and pauper 

cemeteries popped up within increasingly crowded neighborhoods and marked new 

territory along city outskirts, only to be overrun in a matter of years as the community 

spread and prospered.16 The colonial dead marked the colony’s success, referencing 

family growth through marriages and births, a landscape of mourning and familial love 

and care. Ritual was connected to theological sentiments about the body and loss. It is 

reflected in the treatment of the corpse. While the corpse was an intimate object and 

cared for by immediate family and surviving kin networks, the body was understood to 

retain personhood for some time even after burial. Even before the emergence of the rural 

cemetery movement, marked for its beauty and intention, Philadelphians were frequent 

visitors to graveyards and church yards, the sites served as extensions of social 

relationships and kinship. The personhood of remains is evident in the variety of 

graveyards and attitudes with which Philadelphians challenged postmortem dissection 

and display. Death and the corpse was largely a domestic, gendered caretaking until the 

 
16 It is not uncommon for construction projects to encounter burial grounds long forgotten in public 
memory, nor is it wrong to assume some remains to never been encountered and remain buried underneath 
neighborhoods.  
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mid-1800s when medical economies professionalized and masculinized care.17 Given the 

infrastructural absence of centralized medical care throughout the decades as a colony, 

war adjacent city, and various epidemics of Yellow Fever, death was a consistent guest 

and the corpse was a familiar and personal “object”. As medical infrastructure grew, 

through the almshouse and hospital, illness and death largely exited domestic spheres. 

Intimate familiarity with the corpse was thus largely relegated through religious mortuary 

ritual. Philadelphia is a religiously and ethnically diverse city, witness to various 

mortuary practice and subsequent diverse engagement with human remains.  

Philadelphia was and continues to be scattered with graveyards and pauper’s 

fields.18 Status of the grave was informed by race and class, as well as the broader health 

context of the city. Simply put, burial reinforced social distinctions, as did postmortem 

treatment.19 Graveyards were segregated and care for the grounds was informed by their 

relation to White internments. Mortuary geography, the position and care of various 

cemeteries and graveyards, was informed by racism and class ideologies held by 

governing bodies. The rural cemetery movement, evident in Laurel Hill Cemetery and the 

Woodlands Cemetery Company, ushered in an additional mechanism of social control 

and order through its manicured paths, moralized grave markers, and unabashed 

segregation. The graveyard thus emerges through this movement, as a systemic indication 

of class and protection in society. White bodies were largely free from postmortem 

 
17 Karol Kovalovich Weaver,  "Funerals and Burial Practices", The Encyclopedia of Greater 
Philadelphia.https://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/funerals-and-burial-practices/  
18 Current estimates of former burial grounds in the city, from pauper’s fields to church yards are estimated 
around 200 sites. Many remain unmarked in atlases and city maps, making surprise recoveries no 
uncommon. Philadelphia Archaeological Forum, “Burial Places/Cemetery Issues”, Philadelphia 
Archaeological Forum, 2022.  
19Vincent Brown, The Reaper's Garden: Death and Power in the World of Atlantic Slavery (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2010). : 71.  
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dissection or display.20 As White Philadelphians exercised agency in their resistance of 

what they called postmortem defilement, they made allowances for Black, Indigenous, 

and “criminal” bodies to remain on display.21 

Vulnerable bodies were not the only corpses subject to display though venerable 

commemoration bore radically different tones. Corpses of venerable individuals have 

been displayed in public view, moderated through religious and mortuary language and 

objects. Most transparent in this case is the state display of assassinated president 

Abraham Lincoln, whose body lay on public view at Independence Hall in Philadelphia.22 

The material culture, of the state funeral and of the anatomical exhibit, inform behavior 

and raise expectations. 

Aside from venerated dead like family and public figures who enjoyed visibility 

and dignity after death, public executions persisted well until the early 1800s, drawing 

large, boisterous crowds in Logan Square23. In Logan Square, where Dr. Samuel George 

Morton would later display his cranial collection and the Centennial Celebration would 

 
20 Ann Fabian, Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead (University of Chicago 
Press, 2010). :154. 
21 Through the meeting minutes of the Philadelphia Guardians for the Poor, the dignity of a burial was 
acknowledged and denied to poor Philadelphians, inmates of almshouses and prisons. At the same time the 
Woodlands Cemetery Company boasted virtuous and peaceful reprise for Philadelphian afterlives, just 
down the road at the Blockley Almshouse marginalized Philadelphians were denied burial or wrestled from 
their haphazard and anonymous graves on the hospital property. Philadelphia Hospitals and Almshouses: 
Charles Lawrence, History of the Philadelphia Almshouses and Hospitals: From the Beginning of the 
Eighteenth to the Ending of the Nineteenth Centuries, covering a period of nearly two hundred years, 
showing the mode of distributing public relief through the management of the boards of overseers of the 
poor, guardians of the poor, and the directors of the department of charities and corrections (Philadelphia: 
Charles Lawrence, 1905). 
22 Thomas Stewardson, Jr.. "Thomas Stewardson, Jr. Diary Entry: Lincoln Lying in State at Independence 
Hall". Remembering Lincoln. Web. Accessed April 28, 2021. 
https://rememberinglincoln.fords.org/node/1013 
23 The last public execution was held here, welcoming a curious and hesitant crowd. Now a park, 
memorialized in the 1876 exhibition and sanitary fair preceding in the 1860s, bordered by the Free Library 
Company and the Academy of Natural Sciences, its existence is not only central in Penn’s plan but also 
speaks to the way past Philadelphians engaged in necro-spaces. The centrality and visibility of executions 
reflect the social power of public death in the colonial-era and early Republic culture of Philadelphia.  
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see the bodies of Indigenous dead exhibited, bodies of executed men would hang in 

public view.24 They remain liminal in written records, save for extraordinary cases or 

violent charges. Aside from this, remains were advertised in educational opportunities. 

State power, seen also in enslaved corporeal punishment and postmortem mutilation, 

served to exercise total control over subjects.25 Display of executed bodies or enslaved 

bodies served to exercise state power, symbolically entering the spiritual hold of the dead 

and assuming authority over spiritual matters.26 This speaks not just to the innate, human 

attention to the human body but to the ways bodies can be commodified to foster 

sentiment outside of scientific conquest in anatomical science. According to Foucault: 

“The scaffold, where the body of the tortured criminal had been exposed to the ritually 

manifest force of the sovereign, the punitive theater in which the representation of 

punishment was permanently available to the social body, was replaced by a great 

enclosed, complex and hierarchized structure that was integrated into the very body of the 

state apparatus”.27 For decades, Logan Square to witness over a hundred public 

hangings.28 The seeming necessity of public corporeal harm was turned on its head by the 

1820s, when repeatedly botched executions stirred sympathy for the convicted criminal 

and derailed hope for social control. As the punished body entered the penitentiary, 

 
24 John Kopp, “Logan Square: From Public Executions to Papal Visits to World-Class Museums”, Philly 
Voice, March 14, 2017. 
25 Vincent Brown, Brown, Vincent The Reaper's Garden: Death and Power in the World of Atlantic 
Slavery (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010): 130. Elizabeth Hurren, Dissecting the Criminal 
Corpse: Staging Post-Execution Punishment in Early Modern England, in Palgrave Historical Studies in 
the Criminal Corpse and its Afterlife, (Palgrave McMillan, 2016).  
26 Vincent Brown, Brown, Vincent The Reaper's Garden: Death and Power in the World of Atlantic 
Slavery (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010):131 
27 Michel Foucault, “The Birth of Social Medicine”, in Power (Penguin Books, 2019).  
28John Kopp, “Logan Square: From Public Executions to Papal Visits to World-Class Museums”, Philly 
Voice, March 14, 2017. 
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funerary rituals too moved out of the domestic sphere while human remains increasingly 

entered Museum spaces and exposition contexts.  

The bodies and body parts of Indigenous Americans were frequently displayed in 

museums and civic spaces, including the Pennsylvania State House and the 1876 

Centennial Celebration on the new Benjamin Franklin Parkway.29 The presence of the 

Indigenous dead and the visibility of corporeal punishment and postmortem display 

worked to shape a uniquely American identity that rested on surveillance and genocide. 

Various scholars made necessary connections between national identity and skull 

collections that hinged on genocide both through the accumulation of human remains and 

participation in their exhibition.30 Genocide here refers to the ethnic cleansing of 

Seminole and Cherokee under the Jackson administration, the systemic sterilization of 

Indigenous women, and the massacres through Westward expansion that made corpse 

collecting boom in the 1850s onward. Simply put, this paper acknowledges the genocide 

against Indigenous people in the United States of America and recognizes the collection 

of human remains as contingent on and perpetuating mass violence. There is no apolitical 

display, removal, or dissection of the dead. As conquest grew in the West, so did the 

population of the dead in the city, markers of colonialism and conquest, that worked with 

the institution to indicate barriers of inclusion and exclusion.  

 

 
29 During the 1876 Centennial Celebration, Alaskan mummies were exhibited in faux situ display. Writes 
Samuel Redman, the exhibition “built on precedents of displaying human remains, but research into 
nonwhite, ancient or otherwise unusual bodies was to assume a heretofore unseen centrality; developing 
alongside the public's burgeoning understanding of what was represented by human remains was the 
scientific community's organized inquiries into comparative racial anatomy and prehistory”. Samuel 
Redman, Bone Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory in Museums (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2016).  
30 Pamela Geller, "Building Nation, Becoming Object: The bio-politics of the Samuel G. Morton Crania 
Collection", Historical Archaeology, January 2020.(52). 
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National Identity and the Corpse 
 
 

The political afterlives of Indigenous dead and venerated, public dead are tied to 

national identity. The dead, and the living, work together to make meaning and 

orchestrate inclusion and mark borders of exclusion.  

 The dead are a central aspect in nation-building and identity-making. The 

presence of Indigenous dead in both raising up the colonizer and dehumanizing the 

colonized is not restricted to shared memory and anecdote. The physical remains, skulls, 

skin, and bones, have been held in one of the identity-constructing institutions that 

colonization relies on: the museum. Within Philadelphia these institutions followed core 

components of nation-making. Peale's Museum in the Pennsylvania State House (now 

memorialized as Independence Hall, renowned for its proximity to the nation's founding 

documents) displayed a human scalp. In the American Hall on the parkway during the 

Centennial Exposition in 1876 Indigenous remains were positioned "in situ" from a cave 

discovery out west. Across the way, the Academy of Natural Sciences boasted a growing 

collection of human crania curated by Dr. Samuel Morton, a veritable physical 

representation and representation of colonialism inherent in the American experiment. 

Philadelphia in this way, like many other American cities, was as much the forefront of 

the American project like the "wild West" and homesteaders. Through the public display, 

manipulation, and interpretation of the human corpse, Philadelphia was curating 

community and parameters of dignity. Display of the dead has always sent a message 

through the emotive power of the human corpse and skull  and the way in which display 

was negotiated and resisted, accepted and commodified, was a way in which 
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communities were established, dictated, and enforced. Communities were defined by way 

of corpse engagement, taboo or otherwise.  

The corporeal economy was tied to the ideology of manifest destiny, so the 

display of the dead had political implications that was acknowledged by authority 

members. Though Philadelphia was seemingly geographically removed from borderlands 

violence, corpse collection and display highlights the broader complicity in genocide that 

had cultural implications for citizens. Postmortem treatment undoubtedly is related to 

individual place in society, informed by race and class, thus the broader cultural 

endorsement was negotiated through the Museum. Such actions, the systemic robbing of 

marginalized graves alongside denial of care and protection, was thus mediated through 

the Museum.31 As collections grew alongside state violence in Westward frontiers, 

human beings were dehumanized through state policy. Museums, within an exhibition 

context and practice, remove remains from cultural practice and ritual, thus reducing 

remains to objects. Complicity amongst a section of Philadelphia indicated the broader 

participation in establishing national ideals and goals. Corporeal economies can be 

understood through systemic violence and collective consumption of the results of said 

violence and state policy in museums and private collections. The Museum must thus be 

viewed as a necropolitical agent in its display of targeted dead, professionalizing the 

dehumanized approach such exhibitions take while engaging the corpse outside of 

commemorative action and ritual.32  

 
31 One of Morton’s most reliable suppliers was Marmaduke Burrough, who details in letters to Morton 
about the Native Americans slain on fields of battle. Burrough was one of many suppliers involved in 
military operations in Indigenous lands. Correspondence from Marmaduke Burrough to Samuel George 
Morton, 13 March 1835, Mss.B.M843, Samuel George Morton Papers, American Philosophical Library, 
Philadelphia, PA. https: The first full mummy, by the name of Padihershef, was later dissected 
 in 1924. His dissection by Thomas Sully cemented the role of ancient mummies as quasi-scientific and 
popular engagement. ayed , (Reaktion Books, 2016):53. 
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The Museum 
 
 

Doctors, scientists, officials, and a dynamic army of grave robbers (known as 

Resurrection Men or Buzzards) were central players in this local body trade economy, 

often arranging the robbing of graves and funding the practice to fill examination rooms 

and classrooms in the city’s hospitals and universities. In examining the broader 

complicity in corpse as commodity, I utilize the term corporeal economies, to highlight 

the broader participation in corpse exhibition and consumption outside of anatomists, 

doctors, and resurrection men. Philadelphia citizens, participating in museum culture, 

higher education, and entertainment, participated in a corporeal economy and defined its 

limits through riot, writing, and endorsement. Corporeal economy, as used in this paper, 

refers to the public and socialized engagement around human remains that lies outside of 

religious ritual and intimate funerary engagement. Participation in grave robbing, public 

anatomical lectures, corpse exhibitions, and resistance all account for corporeal 

economies. A large avenue for the corporeal economy, that arose out of anatomical study 

and collection, is the Museum.33 

The Museum is both exhibition and social orientation, the act of socializing with 

objects and remains. This operates in the Foucauldian mindset of a heteropolis, that is, a 

socialized space of control and meaning.34 The Museum demonstrates the authority 

through the controlled engagement with human remains, echoing Foucault’s concept of 

heteropolis, yet this paper goes further to challenge the passive perspective of audience 

 
33 I have chosen to capitalize the “Museum” when referring to the concept and institution of the Museum at 
large. Individual museums throughout the paper are referred to by name or referenced in lowercase.  
34Michel Foucault, “The Birth of Social Medicine”, in Power (Penguin Books, 2019). 
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members – arguing that Philadelphians exercise control and authority in these spaces 

through the public negotiation of exhibited cadavers. Museums are thus understood 

throughout to be prominent participants and actors in necro-politics. Given the fact that 

the current destination of so many anatomical collections and associated artifacts is the 

Museum, it is necessary to engage in rudimentary exhibition theory and Museum 

scholarship to understand how such exhibition fostered objectification of human remains.   

Museums’ material culture, from lighting to display, can transform a human 

corpse into a museum object.35 This transformation, further orchestrated through the 

socialization and mechanization of the Museum, demonstrates the Museum’s role 

(popular culture’s role) in manufacturing and negotiating necro-politics and bodily 

realities of society.36 It bears necessary here to define necro-politics, first immortalized in 

Achille Mbembe’s classic text. The term refers to the broader networks of mortality and 

power, seen in death rates and access to care in structured societies and the ways human 

remains are protected by law and culture. Thus Museums’ intersection with corporeal 

economies seeks to make familiar the exhibition of human remains, as the public 

negotiates the place of the corpse in public life. This was seen in the public-making of 

museum spaces. As many natural history spaces and art museums opened, anatomical 

collections remained isolated to medical professionals and elite circles37. Museums are 

largely segregated institutions which manifest in their social control and curation of the 

visitor engagement with the material. Just as the modern museum was defined and 

 
35 Alma Aspeborg, "Morgue, Mausoleum - or Museum? How Museum Materiality Works to Transform 
Human Remains", Tridskrit för ABM, 5:1, 2020 .  
36 Achille Mbembe, Necropolitics (Duke University Press, 2019).. Elizabeth Hallam, Anatomy Museum: 
Death and the Body Displayed , (Reaktion Books, 2016). : 223.  
37 Samuel J.M.M. Alberti, Morbid Curiosities: Medical Museums in Nineteenth Century Britain, (Oxford 
University Press, 2011);184.  
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designated by specialization and classification of objects, it also classified human visitors 

both in terms of access and representation in exhibits.38 It is necessary to view the 

exhibition alongside broader social developments. Thus the exhibition of human remains 

must be positioned alongside the broader cultural realities and treatment of the human 

body in postmortem contexts. 

The Museum utilizes “cultural technologies,” or the combination of routines and 

regulations of social behavior through organized and systemic engagement, for instance 

through a museum exhibition.39 The public museum emerged out of the late 18th and 

early 19th centuries, modified from private collections established for elite consumption.40 

Museums emerged as a formative aspect of the nation-state, seen through their proximity 

to state aims and violence in the collection of anatomical specimens made othered by 

expansionist policy, but also in the power of exhibition and education to make meaning 

and sense of various objects.41 Anatomical collections within Museum exhibition had a 

double moral and ethical imperative, where it was believed such education would uplift 

the working class.42 Museums became a measure and marker of class identity in the late 

1800s, a marker contingent on display of Others and the socialized path through the halls. 

Museums further interrupt and provoke necropolitical aims in their rupture of mourning 

practice, removing the remains so central to mourning traditions out of the sacralized 

 
38 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995) :7.  
39 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995) : 10.  
40 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995) :19.  
41 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995) : 66. 
Andrew B. Ross, "'Gratified in the Sight': Charles Wilson Peale, The Philadelphia Museum, and the Object 
of Early American Happiness", Early American Literature Vol 54, No. 3 2019 pp 741-772. 
42 Michael Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies: Anatomy and Embodied Social Identity in Nineteenth-Century 
America, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002):6.  
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ritual space (the cemetery, the crypt, the pyre) into the mechanized Museum space (the 

exhibit hall, the display cabinet).43  

It was not just the architecture of the Museum, which sanitized remains and 

removed sensory engagement outside of sight by utilizing glass cases and preservation 

tactics, but also the engagement with the remains that fostered this public relationship. 

Alberti, in his analysis of Victorian anatomical collections, posits the Museum as a series 

of relationships. Thus the process of objectification was not ended when the artifact, or 

human body, entered a display case, but was fostered in the engagement with visiting 

public.44 The body was thus made object with participation of a broad community, 

negotiated in visitors’ participation in the museum spaces.45 The museum is more passive 

than cultural assumptions of the museum suggest and what elite-centered histories 

present.47 Crucially, the use of the body and corpse in the Museum has moralized human 

remains, placing them in meaning and designation that assume power and evolutionary 

principles.48 The transformation of remains from public square, where they served a 

moralizing function, to the Museum changed the moral imperative and intention of the 

display.50 The anatomical collection and display thus carried the moralizing features of 

criminal postmortem display, reframed as a “deterrent against indigence,” as elites 

 
43 Alma Aspeborg, "Morgue, Mausoleum - or Museum? How Museum Materiality Works to Transform 
Human Remains", Tridskrit för ABM, 5:1, 2020.  
44Samuel J.M.M. Alberti, Morbid Curiosities: Medical Museums in Nineteenth Century Britain, (Oxford 
University Press, 2011): 67.  
45 Samuel J.M.M. Alberti, Morbid Curiosities: Medical Museums in Nineteenth Century Britain, (Oxford 
University Press, 2011): 100.  
47 Alma Aspeborg, "Morgue, Mausoleum - or Museum? How Museum Materiality Works to Transform 
Human Remains", Tridskrit för ABM, 5:1, 2020 . 
48 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995) 202, Tony 
Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995): 103.  
50 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995) 
:204.  
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engaged in the corporeal economy at the expense of almshouse citizens and marginalized 

ethnic communities.51 The anatomical exhibit has a secondary impact on visitors, being 

that they consider themselves in relation to the bodies on display, particularly in 

evolutionary exhibitions that placed skulls of non-White people closer to primates.52 The 

design reinforced internal biases and state ideology of superiority that justified slavery 

and settler colonialism. Thus, while broader socialization about human remains is in 

relation to individual identity and emotion, anatomy had two major influences: the 

evolution of professional medical identity and the making of American class identity.53 

Addressing the Museum is necessary given the proximity of the body trade to 

these institutions. The body trade was so prevalent institutions were complicit as active 

collectors or accepted private collections as time went on. Discussion of anatomical 

collection cannot proceed, however, without addressing the fundamental violence at the 

heart of the practice. The very physicality of the act: dismembering, dissection, and 

wrestling into display cases is itself violent, as making the whole separate is no small feat 

for even the most experienced medical professional. Furthermore making the human 

specimen, removed from a name, a history, a past is an added layer of violence that not 

only dehumanizes the body in question but their mourners and descendants as well. 

Bodies were often wrestled from fresh graves, where families had mourned hours earlier, 

 
51 Danielle Zayac, "Addressing the Evidence of Historical Medical Grave Robbing: Past Practices and their 
Influence on Modern Memory and Western Uses of the Body", Master's Thesis, University of Nevada 
Reno, (December 2020) 
https://scholarworks.unr.edu/bitstream/handle/11714/7714/Zayac_unr_0139M_13373.pdf?sequence=1&is
Allowed=y: 1  
52Dirk vom Lehn, "The Body as Interactive Display: Examining Bodies in a Public Exhibition", Sociology 
of Health and Illness 2 no :2 (2006) https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1467-
9566.2006.00489.x :223.  
53 Michael Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies: Anatomy and Embodied Social Identity in Nineteenth-Century 
America, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002): 2.  
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away from identifiers that connected them to living family.54 They were moved directly 

from hospital beds to anatomical tables.55 The blatant display of the dead human being as 

object, amid a city populated by the venerated dead, cannot be viewed solely within 

museum exhibition practices or medical education, but viewed in context of genocide, 

slavery, and conquest exposes the core violence of anonymity and dehumanization 

central to its practice and persistence. The Museum’s authority over the physical remains 

associated with scientific study, that were related to social authority and change, rose 

with the increasing outsourcing of human remains and corpse management. As funerary 

and mortuary care emerged out of the home, Museums began intentionally exhibiting and 

collecting human remains. 

The conversations in privatized, elite spaces not only reflect the authority in 

charge of collection displays and postmortem decisions but also indicate markers of 

consumption. Human bodies were not only treated as commodities in the professional 

networks and economies but also expanded to include non-professional public as bodies 

began to enter display scenarios. Anatomical entertainment, as much as participation in it, 

was largely accepted in elite circles.56 This, taken in association with the Sailor’s Mob 

 
54 Coverage of the 1882 Lebanon Cemetery scandal captured the immediate anger and sadness that rippled 
through impacted communities in the wake of an interrupted resurrection man. Families sought any 
opportunity to identify the resurrected dead, many confirming they had just buried them days or hours 
earlier. “Grave-Robbery: Extraordinary Operations Recently Carried on in Lebanon Cemetery, Philadelphia 
– Wrath of the Populace”, Chicago Daily Tribune, 6 December 1882 
55 Construction in the 2000’s revealed remains from the Blockley Almshouse had been dissected and 
discarded post-mortem, suggesting immediate use of the corpses in anatomical lectures and medical 
classrooms. These findings, coupled with folk history and the scandal in 1845 prove that oftentimes 
remains were barely even buried before they were dissected and dismembered for elite consumption. 
Thomas A. Cirst, Douglas B. Mooney, and Kimberly A. Morrell, “’The Mangled Remains of What Had 
Been Humanity’: Evidence of Autopsy and Dissection at Philadelphia Blockley Almshouse, 1835-1895”, 
The Bioarcheology of Dissection and Autopsy in the United States, (August 2016). 
56 Danielle Zayac, "Addressing the Evidence of Historical Medical Grave Robbing: Past Practices and their 
Influence on Modern Memory and Western Uses of the Body", Master's Thesis, University of Nevada 
Reno, (December 2020) 
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and the city’s apathetic turn to the outrage in response to Lebanon theft, demonstrates the 

accepted status of marginalized bodies within the corporeal economy. Human beings 

reduced to commodity post-mortem were immortalized in the anatomical collections and 

attitudes surrounding medical study. While there is a fair amount of distancing for 

medical practitioners in medical care, the public consumption of this phenomenon 

expanded the necro-economy into entertainment and casual acceptance. Throughout the 

20th century, human remains largely entered privatized public spaces like the Museum, 

out of proper public view and inaccessible to those groups whose ancestors or family 

remained at risk for post-mortem violation.  

 

A Note on Mummies 
 
 

Understanding the way mummies have been marketed to Philadelphians and 

consumed through public spaces is thus a necessary sidebar. Mummies have made 

numerous appearances in Philadelphia as early as the 1750’s, for ingestion and public 

engagement, acting as curiosities in shop windows and parlor treasures for the elite..58 

The earliest documented mummy parts coming to Philadelphia is from the early 1800s, 

imported by silversmith John Germon.59 The Peale Museum boasted a mummy head by 

1821 and the Medical School of the College of Philadelphia received an infant mummy 

 
https://scholarworks.unr.edu/bitstream/handle/11714/7714/Zayac_unr_0139M_13373.pdf?sequence=1&is
Allowed=y :11.  
58 Mummies are heard to have been exhibited at the Centennial Exposition and given Philadelphia’s port 
location, was an international hub for mummy trade provoked by Victorian elite. Heather Pringle,  Mummy 
Congress: Science, Obsession, and the Everlasting Dead (Hachette Books, 2001):163. Richard Sugg, 
Mummies, Cannibals, And Vampires: The History Of Corpse Medicine From The Renaissance To The 
Victorians (London: Routledge, 2011). 
59 "Mummies", The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia, Accessed February 20, 2021. 
https://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/mummies/  
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and a woman’s hand in 1816.60 In 1851, Philadelphians could view advertisements for 

Gliddon’s traveling exhibition. Mummies were the highlight of the exposition, famously 

unwrapped in 1852 at the Chinese Museum at 9th and Chestnut.61 These un-wrappings 

were a popular form of entertainment for Philadelphians.62 Aside from political 

challenges on an international scale, the traffic in mummies is a consistent and seemingly 

unquestioned practice. The trade and commerce of mummies, used in art and medicine 

that rose frequently in European expansion and colonization, allows insight into the 

commercialization of human remains, which is echoed in contemporary displays of the 

dead.63 

With centuries of distance and colonial influence, contemporary audiences do not 

see mummies behind display cases as individuals, according to Margaret Swaney.65 

What’s more, the case of mummies from consumable to object underlines the relationship 

between medicine and display in how they treat the dead and how living humans engage 

with them.66 The normalization and mainstreaming of mummy dissections and arrivals in 

Philadelphia contributed to the public arena where human remains would be exhibited. 

While the exhibition and dissection of mummies did not garner much opposition, its 

 
60 The mummy hand is now in the possession of the Free Library Company. S.J. Wolfe "Mummies", The 
Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia, Accessed February 20, 2021. 
https://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/mummies/   
61 S.J. Wolfe, "Mummies", The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia, Accessed February 20, 2021. 
https://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/mummies/ 
62 The first full mummy, by the name of Padihershef, was later dissected in 1924. His dissection by Thomas 
Sully cemented the role of ancient mummies as quasi-scientific and popular engagement.  Richard Sugg, 
Mummies, Cannibals, And Vampires: The History Of Corpse Medicine From The Renaissance To The 
Victorians (London: Routledge, 2011).; Heather Pringle,  Mummy Congress: Science, Obsession, and the 
Everlasting Dead (Hachette Books, 2001) 
63 Richard Sugg, Mummies, Cannibals, And Vampires: The History Of Corpse Medicine From The 
Renaissance To The Victorians (London: Routledge, 2011).:324.  
65 Richard Sugg, Mummies, Cannibals, And Vampires: The History Of Corpse Medicine From The 
Renaissance To The Victorians (London: Routledge, 2011).:355.  
66 Richard Sugg, Mummies, Cannibals, And Vampires: The History Of Corpse Medicine From The 
Renaissance To The Victorians (London: Routledge, 2011).:392.  
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economy and consumption ran parallel to networks of anatomy and display that coalesced 

in the public socialization space of the Museum.  

 

Resistance 
 
 

While widespread and mainstream, the display of the dead was not without 

resistance and contestation. The display of the dead, though ongoing, has been 

consistently in negotiation. As long as the display of the dead has been going on, there 

have been questions, challenges, and resistance to the practice. Centuries of resistance, 

negotiation, and blatant disregard for marginalized populations have shaped the face of 

post-corporeal display in the city of Philadelphia. The display of human remains was not 

without acceptance or permission by the broader society even in the historical record. 

Human remains are negotiated on a very basic level, suggesting that display is contingent 

through a bottom-up model and much less a top-down approach. Displays of human 

remains that raised ethical concerns were met with force either through mobilized crowds 

or forceful opinion pieces. 

 Resistance enters the historic archive through satirical writings, accounts of riots 

and rebellion, and institutional records. Resistance too can thus be viewed within this 

perspective of nation-building. With marginalized bodies, bodies that threatened national 

identity, at the risk of post-mortem violation, resistance against the violation – the 

movement to reassert dignity – could be viewed and has been viewed as anti-American 

initiative. As such, resistance is relegated to archival margins and found by reading 
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against mainstream narratives.67 Architectural components like mass body vaults, fences, 

and security outposts were not merely aesthetic turns but were reactions to body 

trafficking and the body trade. Public mobilization against institutions or body snatchers 

are rare but vital events in understanding how resistance shaped corporeal economies and 

landscapes in Philadelphia.  

 Four such events featured in this paper and installation afford the opportunity to 

center resistance and invite a new perspective on the corporeal landscape of the city. 

These events are as follows: the Sailor’s Mob of 1745, the Blockley Almshouse Scandal 

in 1845, the Lebanon Cemetery Looting in 1882, and the 2021 Morton Crania Protests. 

These represent instances where the public mobilized against institutions and individuals 

complicit in the body trade, via public discourse or protests or violence.  

The historical and continued resistance against post-mortem apathetic treatment 

by institutions or individuals is thus, less a resistance to anatomical science or medical 

advancements. Historically, this is how it has been framed. As early as the 1830s in Penn 

Medicine lecture halls the public scrutiny, hostility, and, sometimes, public mobilization 

against public dissection and postmortem display has been dismissed as uneducated 

misunderstandings of the human body trade. Their intentions with the body were pure, 

good, aligned with Protestant value and moral mission. For the most part this is how 

public memory around this past and present has been presented. The doctor is the central 

narrator. 

 
67 An example of this is reading the rural cemetery movement as an act of protection against body 
trafficking that privileged people could participate in. The act of serene settings for post-mortem rest is 
both a philosophical turn in understanding mortality but comes with the benefit of protection and security 
for both the body and the peace-of-mind for mourners.  
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What was happening, and what is continuing to unfold with the ever-increasing 

public access to collection knowledge and institutional transparency, is less a resistance 

to scientific endeavor or anatomical value. It is a resistance to dehumanization. Rebelling 

against making the person object. Asserting the value of human life at the heart of these 

collections. Recentering the dignity of the lives wrenched from what is still considered to 

be a dignified and peaceful death. The discomfort with the truth of these collections and 

displays, the insistence to keep the truth suppressed, recognizes that while postmortem 

care is varied across culture and landscape, consent is not present in the anatomical 

collections in Philadelphia. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
PHILADELPHIA PUBLIC HISTORY AND THE DEAD 

 

The dead have been visible components of tourism and historic engagement in the 

city ranging from the sensationalized and venerated to the disrupted. Ghost and cemetery 

tours are popular venues for both tourists and residents alike, experiences that veer on the 

spectacular and sensationalized.68 Cemeteries known for their revered inhabitants or for 

their remarkable representation of the rural cemetery movement are vital green and social 

spaces in the city, offering varying levels of programming that address their inhabitants.69  

Of the 30 Pennsylvania Historical Markers located in the city parameters of Philadelphia, 

only six address the dead explicitly.70  The dead are still a viable and visible component 

of memory in the city. From Christ Church Burial Ground to the Mutter Museum, display 

of the dead now as in the past is very much a part of Philadelphia identity and history.  

Yet the disrupted, and more difficult, dead persist, in mummies behind glass 

panes at the Penn Museum, behind Victorian cabinets in the Mütter Museum, and unseen 

behind archive walls and institutions like the Wistar. Whether on display or not, the dead 

capture Philadelphians’ imaginations and time. The human body is preserved in various 

states throughout Philadelphia institutions from the complete, in the College of 

 
68 Ghost and occult tours are popular in Philadelphia. While a few are endorsed by institutions, many are 
independently run. “Nightly Ghost Tours: Philadelphia”, Philadelphia Ghost Tour, 2022. 
https://www.ghosttour.com/philadelphia.html  
69 Sandy Hingston, “Go Take a Strolle Through These Six Historic Cemeteries Around Philadelphia”, 
Phialdelphia Magazine, 24 August 2021, https://www.phillymag.com/news/2021/08/24/historic-
cemeteries-philadelphia/  
70 These six are as follows: Bethel Burying Ground (426 Queen St), Christ Church (N Second St), Federal 
Street Burial Ground, (Federal Street between 11th and 12th Streets), First African Baptist Church Cemetery 
(SW corner of N. Eighth St), Laurel Hill Cemetery (3822 Ridge Ave), and the Woodlands Cemetery 
Company (4000 Woodland Ave). Other markers like the MOVE Bombing marker, Philadelphia General 
Hospital, Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology, and Academy of Natural Sciences, as well as others, all 
deal with the dead and body trafficking in Philadelphia, but the role of the dead is not mentioned on their 
plaques.  
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Physician’s preserved adipocere woman, to the separate: the 1000-plus human skulls in 

the Samuel George Morton’s Crania Collection housed in the University of Pennsylvania 

Museum.71 These disputed and charged remains, coming out of the body trade, are more 

complicated than their venerated counterparts, seemingly dismissed as specimen, and 

offer tangible and challenging legacies in interpretation and engagement.  

Public history landscapes run parallel to necropolitical landscapes. Where the 

dead are honored their presence sustains in the public history landscape of Philadelphia. 

The challenge in Philadelphia is to reckon with the legacy of these remains and the 

violence persisted by it. The way public memory operates in the city contributes to how 

the dead are treated and anticipated and challenged by citizens. The fact is plain: some 

bodies in Philadelphia are protected and valued, reflected with public venerations, 

markers, indicators, or protection. Others are not, exploited and contested. Philadelphia’s 

long history of post-mortem display has always been a product of these public 

negotiations, that occasionally rise to public disruption, typically isolate to opinion 

pieces, art, music, and writing. The events of 2021 and previous iterations in 

Philadelphia’s history show that these bodies matter regardless of whether these bodies 

inhabit socially protected spaces or not. 

There are several institutions that continue to house and display the dead out of 

the body trade in Philadelphia: the Penn Museum, the Wistar Institute, the Mütter 

Museum of the College of Physicians, and the Library Company of Philadelphia, among 

others.72 While these are only the institutions to have confirmed remains out of this 

 
71 “The Soap Lady”, Mütter Museum,  https://muttermuseum.org/exhibitions/soap-lady  
72 The Penn Museum not only has Egyptian and South American mummies that came out of the body trade 
of the 1800s, they took the Morton Crania Collection from the Academy of Natural Sciences in the 1970’s. 
The Wistar Institute has  
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practice, there are collections and remains that are not accounted for and institutions that 

have been around for the height of the body trade period in the mid-1800s, or who have 

taken in collections out of that era, are not exempt from complicity. What is clear from 

the lack of public interpretation around the topic – visitors to these collections are 

removed from the violence of their conception. This lack of accountability further 

perpetuates White supremacist understandings of the past and further incites harm on 

descendent communities.  

 There is some hesitation to confronting these histories in part due to the medical 

identity and advancement that has come out of the body trade and post mortem study. 

Part of allowing some grey matter into this discussion is acknowledging that despite 

public attitudes toward resistance, post-mortem resistance has been rooted in protection 

and preservation of human dignity, less about medical advancement.  

The post-mortem spaces, or necrogeography, of Philadelphia is a visible sphere of 

historic engagement for the city. Haunted tours, cemetery interpretation, and anatomical 

collections displayed in museums are visible, and quite popular, in the material and 

cultural landscape of the city. Historic markers related to anatomical collection are quite 

different.  

The story of anatomical display, dissection, and resistance is tied to much larger 

narratives of grave robbery, medical racism, and White supremacy. With the accepted 

narrative centering White doctors and skull collectors, we continue to center White 

supremacy and hetero-patriarchal myth. Not only this is enduring violence but it is also 

largely ahistorical. We must complicate the seamless landscape of collecting bodies 
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These buildings and objects work together with other social/economic signifiers 

to cultivate community, foster inclusion and exclusion, and as a result reflect civic values. 

Who is visible? Who is erased? Where spaces in the city are complicity in larger 

negropolitical influences, it is necessary to take stock of the state of spaces associated 

with resistance to post-mortem defilement and disturbance. Locating where 

acknowledgement is placed, if any, will inform interruption and public engagement with 

these vital histories.  

 

1765 – Sailor’s Mob 
 
 

The events of The Sailor’s Mob can be read in greater detail in the appendix to 

this paper. The site of the raucous event that drove Dr. Shippen from his home on South 

4th St was later the home of other doctors and the site of interpretation with the Colonial 

Dames of America.73 Located in Society Hill, an elite and historical neighborhood of 

Philadelphia, it is mere minutes away from Republic buildings and historic narratives like 

the Independence State House and Powell House. The Shippen House is a modest brick 

building, three stories, on the corner of Locust and 4th St. It is marked by a historic 

marker lauding its second inhabitant Dr. Caspar Wistar, not for the late-night mob. 

Dr. Caspar Wistar, a fellow anatomist and body collector, lived in the house after 

Shippen. Known for founding the Wistar Institute amid other medical acclaim, Wistar’s 

 
73 Mickey Herr, “Keeping House: Philly’s Historic Preservation Legacy Belongs to Women”, Hidden City 
Philadelphia, 24 March, 2021.  https://hiddencityphila.org/2021/03/keeping-house-phillys-historic-
preservation-legacy-belongs-to-women/  
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name is the lasting marker on the Shippen house. As of March 2022, renovations are in 

place at the house to re-establish and preserve the “Shippen-Wistar House”.74 

 

1845 – Blockley Almshouse Scandal 
 
 

The last surviving remnant of the Blockley Almshouse, a former imposing public 

hospital for Philadelphia from 1834 until 1971, is a small stretch of wrought iron and 

brick fence in the belly of the University of Pennsylvania.75 At one time the sprawling 

campus was an imposing face along the Schuylkill River and composed much of the 

University of Pennsylvania’s current campus. The burial grounds that are referenced in 

the 1845 Board protest and letter have been uncovered at two distinct locations on the 

campus. Unearthed as late as 2001, several hundred of the remains were studied for their 

evidence of post-mortem dissection and dismemberment before being reinterred in the 

Woodlands Cemetery Company on 40th and Woodland Ave.76 A bronze plaque under an 

elm tree there marks the remains and references their original location. While the 

Blockley Almshouse is indicated on the university campus, no markers on site reference 

the dead that laid and lay there.  

 
74 While the house had been utilized as a historic house for some time in the 20th century, recent scaffolding 
and renovations refer to the historic status of the abode. Much remains to be known about ownership and 
the trajectory of interpretation at the site.  
75 “The Philadelphia General Hospital: from Almshouse to Public Hospital and Beyond”, West 
Philadelphia Collaborative History, Penn Graduate School of Education,  
https://collaborativehistory.gse.upenn.edu/stories/philadelphia-general-hospital-almshouse-public-hospital-
and-beyond  
76 Adriana Discher & Paul Wolff Mitchell, “’Board of Buzzards: Medical Grave Robbing in Nineteenth 
Century West Philadelphia”, West Philadelphia Collaborative History, Penn Graduate School of 
Education, https://collaborativehistory.gse.upenn.edu/stories/%E2%80%9Cboard-buzzards%E2%80%9D-
medical-grave-robbing-nineteenth-century-west-philadelphia  
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Figure 1. The current resting place of some of the remains recovered from the 
Blockley burial grounds. Photo courtesy the author. 
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1882 – Lebanon Cemetery Scandal 
 
 

Lebanon Cemetery was once an odd parallelogram bit of land in South 

Philadelphia. Surrounded by farmland and private property, it was one of the most 

notable African American Cemeteries at a time when many burial grounds were 

segregated. Before the sprawling headstones there was at one time a chapel and a modest 

brick and iron fence, some level of protection against the resurrection men.  

 

 

Figure 2.  In a Philadelphia City Atlas from 1876, Lebanon Cemetery can be seen 
running parallel to Passyunk Ave. Photo courtesy the Free Library of Philadelphia. 

 

Currently, the remains at Lebanon Cemetery lie in Historic Eden Cemetery, 

another historic and prominent African American cemetery outside of Philadelphia. The 

remains were reinterred as the city sprawled south. Today the former site of Lebanon 
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Cemetery hugs Passyunk Ave in South Philadelphia, along a couple bus stops and corner 

stores. Where there once were graves, row homes and narrow city streets lie.  

Protests after the public reveal of the grave robbers took place at the Pennsylvania 

State House and the city morgue, now an empty lot in the  Fishtown neighborhood. The 

state house is riddled with national narrative and American tourism, so there is no 

indicator of the Lebanon Cemetery scandal protests which saw Chestnut Street choked 

with angry and grieving Philadelphians. The former morgue site itself is barren, awaiting 

development like many pockets of the Northeast section of the city. Little is known of the 

morgue at this location and certainly no indicator of public motivation and resistance at 

the site.  

 

 

Figure 3. The former site of the Philadelphia City morgue. Screenshot courtesy 
Google Maps. 
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2021 – The Morton Collection Scandal 
  
 

While the Morton Crania Collection has had many homes over the nearly three 

centuries of existence, its most latest public contestation is at the site of the University of 

Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (The Penn Museum). The 

scandal in 2021 came after a report from the university acknowledged the presence of 

crania taken from enslaved Africans who had died while captive on a Cuba plantation and 

the existence of Black Philadelphians’ skulls looted from the almshouse graveyard and 

paupers’ fields throughout the city.77 The report sparked online discourse and public 

protests at the Penn Museum, on a triangle park located at the crux of several 

intersections on the University of Pennsylvania. The former almshouse burial grounds, 

now disinterred and invisible beneath university buildings, from which the bodies had 

been taken flank the protest site.  

The collection, which had been on display in various forms at the Penn Museum 

and later in a university classroom in the museum basement, has since been moved out of 

the visibility of the scandal. At the time of this writing, the enslaved skulls have been 

slated for repatriation and reside in secure storage in the bowels of the museum.  

The crania at the heart of the scandal are not alone. Estimates of human remains 

in the museum begin at 10,000 human beings, though no transparent audit of the dead has 

been made available to the public.78 The crania in question are but a small fraction of the 

 
77 Paul Wolff Mitchell, "Black Philadelphians in the Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection", Penn 
Program on Race, Science, and Society,  February 14, 2021 https://prss.sas.upenn.edu/penn-medicines-
role/black-philadelphians-samuel-george-morton-cranial-collection 
78 Estimations of 10,000 human beings come out of dialogue from the curator Janet Monge as well as from 
informal discussions with former museum staff and other researchers. Quoted in a profile of the Morton 
Crania Keeper, Janet Monge, “Like a human Rolodex, Monge mentally cycles through the 10,000 people 
she works with under the roof of the museum, all ranging in age, ethnicity and general put-togetherness.” 
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dead that make up both visitor experiences to the Penn Museum and the collection in 

total, suggesting major implications for future study and interrogation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Malcolm Burnley, “Best of Philly Snapshot: Janet Monge, Best Museum Curator”, Philadelphia 
Magazine, 30 July 2014.  
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CHAPTER 3: 
IN THEIR FOOTSTEPS: A PROTOTYPE OF INTERRUPTION 

 

There’s something powerful to place, something that is evoked in poetry and 

history and music, and something that the best cities provoke. One of the most rewarding 

aspects of this field and this work is the ability to engage with physical landmarks and 

absences that comes with knowing its past. It was this transformative experience that I 

hoped I could convey with a public installation that marks sites of resistance against the 

body trade in Philadelphia.  

This project prototype was born out of the desire to impact everyday encounter 

with sites relevant to the Philadelphia body trade. There was something empowering and 

moving about learning the consistent resistance in Philadelphia history. The chance to 

share this history at a time of great mobilization in the repatriation movement was 

captivating, as was the wealth of knowledge pouring out related to certain collections.  

 I began working on the subject in 2021 for a research seminar at Temple 

University. While I set out to write the history of post-mortem display in Philadelphia, 

the report in February 2021 confirming the presence of enslaved African skulls and Black 

Philadelphians in the Samuel George Morton Collection at the Penn Museum and the 

news about the MOVE victim remains compelled me to focus instead on public reactions 

to the display of the dead.  
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Positioning 
 
 

My participation in this history is political, like the reality of the theft and 

exploitation of the dead. As a White, cis Philadelphia-transplant, I wanted to take the 

utmost care in conducting this work. I have an obligation as a researcher and as a resident 

of this city to face the history head-on but to do so respectfully and with great care and 

flexibility. I have centered the protester’s throughout my historical analysis when 

possible, relying on accounts of family and community members when they manage to 

enter the archive. I have contributed to the ongoing repatriation fights with the Penn 

Museum as a rally participant and signed various petitions calling for reparations, 

repatriation, and transparency.   

 I am also as a graduate student in a university housing stolen remains.79 

Additionally as a public historian in Philadelphia, I have worked in various capacities 

with some of the institutions mentioned in this paper.80 While I never worked with the 

remains directly in my formal graduate education nor my work in museums, my 

observations as a museum educator and student in these spaces have informed my 

curiosity about people’s engagement with the dead and how we are conditioned to view 

them. I am grateful for the flexibility of this project as a way to push back against 

assumptions of the dead in our institutional spaces and to hopefully recenter some of their 

humanity and the humanity of those who have long challenged their display. 

 
79The exact number of human remains housed in Temple University can only be estimated based on past 
collection practices and ongoing repatriation efforts. “Notice of Inventory Collection: Temple University 
Anthropology Laboratory and Museum, Philadelphia PA”, Federal Register 86:103, 28 October 2021. 
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/10/28/2021-23488/notice-of-inventory-completion-
temple-university-anthropology-laboratory-and-museum-philadelphia-pa  
80 In 2017, I was an intern with the Cultural Heritage Center at the Penn Museum, conducting research into 
the correlation between heritage destruction and conflict. From October 2018 – June 2019 I was a Visitor 
Services Representative at the Mütter Museum in the College of Physicians.  
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 My own experience as a resident and scholar in Philadelphia shows the breadth 

and impact of the body trade and its legacies, that such proximity can be garnered and 

measured and felt.  

 

The Project 
  
 

I knew I wanted to make a public intervention on the narrative, something that 

could be stumbled upon by everyday Philadelphians on their commute to and from home, 

school, and work. Much like the legacy of the body trade has visible components in 

Philadelphia landscape, from the assorted museums to the medical schools, I wanted to 

make the ongoing resistance visible on the landscape. It should go without saying this is a 

prototype. This paper is but one half of a broader physical and digital project that intends 

to challenge traditional narrative and evoke curiosity on the part of the user.  

Because of institutional complicity in the legacies I am trying to challenge, I 

settled on public spaces. Since resistance to the body trade outside of opinion pieces and 

art took place on city streets and parks, there was little obstacle to working outside of 

institutional power and gaze. I decided to pick a temporary medium with little impact: a 

sticker. The stickers bear the logo of the project and a QR code that takes them to the 

corresponding webpage. I created a website using Wix: intheirfootsteps.co. I wanted the 

site to be clean and engaging, but not sensationalizing the events.  

The biggest conceptual, and impactful, decision I took was to shift perspective 

from the collectors to the resisters. While I had always wanted to center the radical nature 

of mobilization against dehumanization to complicate Philadelphian’s understanding and 
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encounter with the dead, it took some time to recognize the simple turn from oppressor to 

resister and the political implications of that turn.  

I spent a good deal of time consulting and meditating on the physical spaces 

connected to the body trade and the commemoration of those complicit. Because of this, I 

decided to use accessible and simple language a la a state marker to convey the event 

simply and succinctly. The website with the corresponding webpage had to be simple, 

legible, and fast to read, assuming I had only a few seconds of my participants’ time.  

The challenge of making this difficult history public and respectful was clear. 

Centering the fight for dignity in such a violent history, that targeted marginalized 

communities of color and immigrant communities, demanded tact, care, and patience on 

my part. Not belonging to communities targeted for post-mortem abuse, I took my time 

crafting accessible and basic language for the markers so as not to further dehumanize the 

bodies at the core of this work and to not re-traumatize users, while also not simplifying 

it to the point of condescension or vagueness.  

A major way I tried to keep the content approachable and safe was to restrict the 

use of images depicting human remains. Such sensitive images not only are part of the 

exploitation of the bodies but it would be irresponsible to simply put the images out there, 

with no support or adequate warning for site users.  

I conducted site visits to the spaces affected by the events of 1765, 1845, 1882, 

and 2021 to examine the people passing through or resting in those spaces as well as to 

examine the relationship between power and the body trade. Formal site visits were 

conducted in late-February to early-March and I spent an average of forty minutes within 

each space making notes for sticker placement and sketching movement within the space.  
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To encounter people on their commute, their walk, or their way about the city I 

wanted to create tiny interruptions that allowed for consent on the part of the user but still 

conveyed the project at hand. The pandemic inspired me to consider stickered QR codes, 

which experienced a resurgence in use during the times of social distancing, printed on 

stickers that I could tag the sites throughout the city. It is cost-effective, flexible, and a 

point of disruption from institutional support that characterized the project.  

 

 

Figure 4. An In Their Footsteps sticker on the South Street Bridge, a popular 
walking bridge and photo-opportunity for Penn employees and tourists alike. Photo 

courtesy author. 
 

I created a logo using the years covered in the project: 1765, 1845, 1882, 2021. 

The logo had to be simplistic yet recognizable and the utilization of dates allowed the 
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centuries-old resistance to be viewed in one glimpse. The years go chronologically with 

2021 at the top to catch the eye and center the contemporary movement, conveying 

immediately this is a recent phenomenon, that the history is not only past but present and 

carries future implications. The ongoing fight for repatriation is built off of the work 

conducted in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. I chose neutral colors that would 

stand out from mere black/white printing to distinguish it from other public tags and 

foster a “brand” of the project that would work with the website. 

 

 

Figure 5. In Their Footsteps logo. 

 

Each site has specific QR codes that take users to the corresponding section of the 

website, In Their Footsteps, and each sticker’s logo was amended to highlight the year 

relevant to the site. The year relevant to the site’s history was made red to catch the eye 
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and associate an event with the location. Development of the text and design of these 

prototype stickers took time. For a while, I played around with the use of quotations 

(“Return the Remains”) relevant to each site or the incorporation of action/invitation 

phrases (“Trace the mob’s path to the doctor’s home”). In the end, I settled on a basic 

description of the events covered in the project and an invitation to the user to both a) 

scan the QR code and b) be mobilized to participate in the ongoing meaning-making 

around the body trade. I bolded “Join” to distinguish it subtly from the rest of the text.  

During tagging, stickers were placed on light poles or the odd bus stop pole. I 

targeted spaces of idleness, like bus stops and heavy intersections. Some locations are 

more enviable than others, like the bus stop outside of the Penn Museum, while others are 

more challenging, like the former Philadelphia City Morgue site in Fishtown, 

Philadelphia. Where the bus stop had the benefit of being so close to the site of protest, a 

recent site of protest, the former morgue site is now an empty lot hugging a storage space 

building. It is further evidence of the way cities preserve some histories and whose 

histories are considered pertinent or recent enough to maintain a physical marker. While I 

expect some QR codes to gain more traction than others in the project, my hope is that by 

sharing the other locations on the website curious participants will be inclined to explore 

more or gain an appreciation of the scale of resistance even if they’re unable to visit.  
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Figures 6-9. Sticker design for tagged sites. 

 

Figure 10. Location of tagged sites in Philadelphia. 
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Limitations 
 
 
 The greatest limitation of this project was the lack of collaboration. While I could 

not have completed this project without the insight and advise of so many people, I 

believe that this project, should it be implemented more permanently would benefit and 

require community participation. Workshopping ideas, convening with community 

leaders and members, and further transforming these tagged sites with the presence of 

discourse and commemoration would be so powerful and foster the collaborative spirit at 

the heart of the subject.  

Like all prototypes, a frequently invoked wish was for more time. With dedicated 

time and additional resources, potentially from a grant or other funding, more research 

can be made into the efficacy of the QR codes and into the language and narratives at 

large. Is this compelling? Do people care?  

Much of what we know about the negotiations and arguments around the afterlife 

of Philadelphia’s dead is lost. We will never complete a full and total picture of what 

Philadelphians saw, believed, felt, and thought around the local body trade and 

anatomical display. This is due to the fact that archival practice and collection has 

favored institutional rhetoric and elite circles. Recognizing these limitations in this format 

is necessary, though not perfected. I am curious how limited archival knowledge can be 

honed or weaponized to challenge dominant narratives.  
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A Note on Permission 
 
 

It feels necessary to acknowledge again the importance of extra-institutional 

work. Institutions have not necessarily been unable to face complicity in body trafficking, 

but are inherently limited. Furthermore, the University or the Museum are unqualified to 

interpret the legacy of the body trade so long as they participate in it. While common 

defenses of stewardship are framed as in the best interest of remains, such paternalistic 

approaches to looted remains and stolen bodies are rooted in White supremacy, 

colonialism, and genocide. Standing behind these claims, rooted in violence, the 

Institution (university or museum) perpetuates said violence and absolves any 

responsibility or imperative to help the living descendants or descendant communities 

that are calling for ancestral return or reparations.  

The solutions to the physical and cultural memory surrounding these events, and 

the collections they target, will not be solved by the collecting or preserving institution. 

Change and pressure have historically come from outside the institution, so too will our 

collective understanding of these events. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
THE MORTON CRANIA SCANDAL OF 2021 

 
 

There is perhaps no greater entry of analysis in this consuming and mutating 

history than the ongoing fight against the Morton Collection. Samuel George Morton, a 

doctor in the city, lived and worked and collected during the height of the body trade, a 

legacy of Dr. Shippen, and not only experienced opposition in his time but his legacy has 

experienced multiple challenges after his death. Furthermore the legacy of his collection 

and research has contemporary presence and demands. These collections and resistance 

movements not only are contextualized in long histories but have complex narratives of 

their own. This case study will not only show the lengthy history of the site but then show 

the physical and digital presence of this story.  

Regarded as “an honor to the country” in elite circles, the collection has not been 

without tension or controversy in its 200 year history.81 Originally on display at the 

Academy of Natural Sciences beginning in the 1830’s, in ordered glass cases on the 

lower floors, the skulls were used in race science and propagated White supremacist 

ideology, collected out of the opportunity of genocide and settler colonialism. the 

collection later stared out behind display cases at the University of Pennsylvania Museum 

of Archaeology and Anthropology (known henceforth as the Penn Museum), inciting 

further debate and curiosity. But much of Morton’s legacy is limited when isolating 

interrogation to his collection and institutional narrative.82 The Morton Collection is 

 
81 "Review of Morton's Crania Americana" American Phrenological Journal Philadelphia Sept. 1 1840. 
82 The most in-depth narrative of Samuel George Morton is Ann Fabian’s Skull Collectors. The work 
ultimately centers Morton and the professionals who collected skulls in his name, offering a rich 
interrogation into these networks.  
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determined by Philadelphians. This is a story about how the Morton Collection has been 

negotiated publicly, contextualizing it within the broader cultural tradition of 

Philadelphia.  

By situating the Morton Crania Collection in the long view of corporeal 

economies in Philadelphia history and culture, post-mortem exhibition is understood to 

be the product of citizen participation with and resistance against state necro-politics.  

After all, human remains lie at the intersection of public and private engagement, state 

building, medical history, and identity. One cannot analyze the power of the human 

corpse without analyzing and accounting for race, class, gender, and citizenship. 

Vulnerability in life often meant vulnerability in death, evident in the various challenges 

of human remains exhibition.  

 At the time of Morton’s emergence into the scientific scene elite, White 

Philadelphians had largely accepted an extensive necro-economy that placed 

marginalized dead at risk. He began retrieving human skulls via local networks and 

personal expeditions. His neighborhood was not without the odd phrenology storefront 

where gazing skulls advertised knowledge and insight. He was a Philadelphian, not 

removed from the corporeal landscapes discussed earlier. Stepping outside his family 

home on 4th and Arch Streets in the city, probably holding one of his children’s hands, he 

looked out over the Christ Church Burial Ground. Walking past While known to all, elite 

institutions like the Academy of Natural Science, where Morton began his collection in 

1832, served as protective and conducive spaces for such endeavors .83 Morton was 

 
83 Morton measured the cranial capacity of various skulls, interested in measuring the intelligence between 
the five races he discovered. His work, commemorated in Crania Americana, supported intellectual and 
moral inferiority of non-White populations and influenced other White supremacists in academia and 
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spurred by discovering the origin of five races he understood to make up the human 

population. One of the issues he sought to answer was intelligence, which he measured in 

skull volumes. As such, Morton’s work fit into White supremacist pseudo-science, 

reading disparity and inhumanity in non-White remains. His work would go on to inform 

other White supremacists and shape American understandings of race and medicine to 

this day. It also fit into an active practice of utilizing human remains for scientific pursuit, 

as evidenced in the dissection theaters and networks of corpse removals that 

characterized Philadelphia. 

Morton’s skulls were sent from various international actors, making up a vast 

network of professionals and collectors who acquired skulls from graves, conflicts, and 

archaeological digs. Though seemingly removed from the majority of collection 

processes, relying on fellow scientists and professionals to dictate the significance of 

findings and the biological origin of the skulls, the collection surged during violence of 

Westward expansion, as numerous letters in the Morton correspondence demonstrate.84 

Morton’s collection marks the peak of corpse collection that coincided with imperial wars 

and frontier expansion.85 While he may have resided in Philadelphia for the majority of 

these conflicts and massacres, he profited from the network it provided. 

While deeply connected to genocide against Native Americans and settler 

colonialism, Morton also collected actively within Philadelphia, participating within the 

local necro-economies that characterized the broader anatomical landscape of the city. 

 
medicine.; Emily S Renschler and Janet Monge, "The Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection: 
Historical Significance and New Research" Expedition Magazine,  50 no. 3, 2008. 
84 Correspondence from Marmaduke Burrough to Samuel George Morton, 13 March 1835, Mss.B.M843, 
Samuel George Morton Papers, American Philosophical Library, Philadelphia, PA. 
85 Ann Fabian, Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead (University of Chicago 
Press, 2010).148.  
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This fact is often overlooked in favor of the broader international network he relied on, 

but interrogating his reliance on Philadelphia’s corporeal-economy reveals a great deal 

about Philadelphia’s local corpse culture. This included the robbery of almshouse graves 

and African-American burial grounds, which was documented as early as 2016 but only 

acknowledged by the collection institution in 2021.86 The grave robbing for anatomical 

and dissection purposes by medical teaching schools was a parallel transaction to 

scientific race study and anatomical collections like the Morton. The collection and 

organization of the remains set the professional standards for both the interpretation of 

White supremacist in pathological findings and the anatomical museum.87 His active 

collecting years occupy a tense several decades between documented public outrage, but 

his stories reveal interpersonal tension and local resisters.  

Morton’s collection has come under fire at numerous points in its “lifetime”, even 

if its active creation remains uninterrogated while medical colleges faced public anger. 

William Brooks, a Chinook man who frequented elite circles in Philadelphia, had no 

qualms calling out the hypocrisy of Morton’s studies and collection, remarking at the 

“wickedness he saw”.88 In turn, Morton actively sought Brooks’s skull, which was 

flattened per Chinook custom, but was ultimately thwarted by Brooks’s final doctor, Dr. 

Meredith Reese.89 Reese chased off Morton’s associates, interning him according to 

 
86 Speculation and evidence of enslaved remains and local remains was documented in the 2019 Penn and 
Slavery Conference and confirmed by the university in 2021. Mitchell, Paul Wolff "Black Philadelphians in 
the Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection", Penn Program on Race, Science, and Society,  February 
14, 2021 https://prss.sas.upenn.edu/penn-medicines-role/black-philadelphians-samuel-george-morton-
cranial-collection 
87 Samuel Redman, Bone Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory in Museums (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2016): location 436.  
88 Ann Fabian, Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead (University of Chicago 
Press, 2010). : 895. 
89 Ibid: 916.  
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Chinook custom, ensuring Brooks’s body was protected from the network supporting 

cranial collections. Reese’s actions protecting Brooks’s dignity postmortem demonstrate 

that Morton’s collection, like so many other anatomical ventures in Philadelphia, relied 

heavily on marginalized bodies, particularly “unclaimed bodies and from the 

institutionalized poor”, and that such knowledge was public and open for interruption. 

While housed at the Academy of Natural Sciences, the Morton Collection was on view to 

the public on Tuesdays and Saturdays “in display cases” on the lower level, open for 

all.91 In the wake of Morton’s death, the collection was the physical marker of his 

prominence as a scientist and his status within the elite circles of Philadelphia. Its display 

at the Academy of Natural Sciences established the collection’s prestige outside of 

Morton’s immediate interpretation and mediated its reception with the public where 

before it had been interpreted in elite, private circles. In 1892, skulls of Native Americans 

were sent to Spain for the 400th anniversary of first contact between the Columbian 

expedition and Indigenous Americans.92 This action established the significance and 

power of the collection on an international level, echoing the display of human remains in 

the 1876 exposition in Philadelphia.93 The remains were thus tied to a larger narrative of 

 
91 Ann Fabian, Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead (University of Chicago 
Press, 2010).:551. Academy of Natural Sciences meeting minutes.  
92 Emily S Renschler and Janet Monge, "The Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection: Historical 
Significance and New Research" Expedition Magazine,  50 no. 3, 2008.  
93 Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of 
Philadelphia (Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 1850).: 35.; The display of Alaskan mummies 
in the Philadelphia Centennial of 1876 “built on precedents of displaying human remains, but research into 
nonwhite, ancient or otherwise unusual bodies was to assume a heretofore unseen centrality; developing 
alongside the public's burgeoning understanding of what was represented by human remains was the 
scientific community's organized inquiries into comparative racial anatomy and prehistory", Samuel 
Redman, Bone Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory in Museums (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2016). Location 333. 
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conquest and authority, establishing a narrative of dominance that the interpersonal 

collections amidst massacre and grave robbing during Westward expansion supported.  

While the museum records some incidents with inappropriate guest behavior, the 

skulls appeared to be left alone, for the most part, though they did enter storage for some 

time before they entered Penn’s collection as the Academy distanced itself from human 

remains collections. 95 In the 1960s, as the Academy of Natural Sciences was negotiating 

its public facing identity and moving away from human collections, it negotiated a 

transfer of the collection to the Penn Museum.96  The transfer reflects the broader gradual 

transfer of anatomical collections from private holdings into museum collections and the 

local necro-economies between institutional bodies..97 Until the 2000s, when the 

collection moved locations within the institution, the Morton collection was stored on 

wooden shelves in metal cabinets.101  

The collection survived numerous public contests. Their protected status behind 

the Academy’s walls removed the remains and transactions from public view and 

scrutiny largely directed at medical colleges. Morton’s collection and display subverted 

the very sensationalized experiences that many Egyptian mummies embodied in 

 
95 Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of 
Philadelphia (Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 1850).  
96Rose DeWolf, "Trouble at Museum: 1000 Skulls and No Head Room", The Philadelphia Inquirer, 22 
January 1966; Emily S Renschler and Janet Monge, "The Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection: 
Historical Significance and New Research" Expedition Magazine,  50 no. 3, 2008. 
97 These transfers occurred largely at the top of the 20th century and largely came to the forefront in the 
wake of the Second World War, Many institutions distanced themselves from human remains collection out 
of the Nuremburg Trials and Civil Rights Movement. Samuel Redman, Bone Rooms: From Scientific 
Racism to Human Prehistory in Museums (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2016): location 4535.  
101 Emily S Renschler and Janet Monge, "The Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection: Historical 
Significance and New Research" Expedition Magazine,  50 no. 3, 2008. 
, "New Center for the Analysis of Archaeological Materials (CAAM) in Penn Museum's Renovated 
Conservation and Teaching Labs",University of Pennsylvania  Almanac, 30 September 2014. 
"Museum Mosaic April – 2014" Expedition Magazine 56.1 (2014): n. pag. Expedition Magazine. Penn 
Museum, 2014 Web. 28 Apr 2021 <http://www.penn.museum/sites/expedition/?p=20737> 
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Philadelphia expositions, and as Morton was not identified with a medical school his 

collection evaded public speculation during the Sailor’s Mob and 1882 scandal. While 

Morton’s collection and its preserved status are indications of this power and violence, 

the intersection between the Museum’s socializing mechanisms and public consumption 

shielded the skulls from public speculation. This was not to last.  

In 1981,  Jay Gould released The Mismeasure of Man, which attempted to 

demonstrate unchecked bias within Morton’s measuring of the human skull capacity. The 

work, which identified Morton’s favoring of White superiority, was met with outrage by 

Penn Museum.102 The institution then spent the next two decades debunking Gould’s 

hypothesis by replicating Morton’s initial process (filling hollowed out skulls with gun 

powder and pellets and then measuring to ascertain the supposed weight of the brain, and 

thus intelligence). The interrogation and conflict over the collection was reduced to its 

intellectual legacy and the supposed threat to the weight of the collection in academic 

inquiry. Throughout this, the collection was never acknowledged as an extension of 

White supremacist state policy, focused on replicating its findings based on its 

assumption of scientific value.103  

In 1990, the passing of the Native American Graves and Repatriation Act 

(NAGPRA) brought the Morton collection back into focus, given that a full quarter of the 

skulls in Morton’s collection were acquired from Indigenous North Americans.105 While 

 
102 In situating Morton within a cultural or social context, Gould was advancing scholarly engagement with 
the dead. Applying social analysis to supposed hard sciences, however, did not go over well with the Penn 
Museum Physical Anthropology Department, and it speaks too to the rigidity of historical scholarship into 
the dead and medical history. 
103 Jason Lewis et.al. "The Mismeasure of Science: Stephen Jay Gould versus Samuel George Morton on 
Skulls and bias" Plos Biology,  9 no. 6 (June 2011). 
105 The legislation was the result of centuries of Indigenous resistance and fighting for the human remains 
and funerary objects housed in institutions. Janet Monge, “The Morton Collection and NAGPRA”, 
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the acquisition of the skulls in Morton’s collection had long been reduced to academic 

intrigue and historical questioning, NAGPRA opened the lens to engage the ongoing 

impacts of human remains housed as artifacts and curiosity objects in institutional 

collection and interpretation.106 As of 2008, 100 skulls were repatriated to Native 

American tribes out of the Morton collection. Recently, Seminole remains were 

repatriated in 2015.108  The repatriation movement out of NAGPRA, and subsequent 

cooperation between the Penn Museum and Indigenous tribes, is a necessary framing in 

which to discuss the recent controversy over the remains with other marginalized 

audiences calling for similar action.  

Student and community activism since the 2010’s has since forced several offices 

within the Penn Museum to acknowledge the biased roots of collection and interpretation 

of the collection. While much of the collection remained housed in storage, the Morton 

Collection was utilized frequently within the museum. The skulls had been used as a 

teaching tool in a 2016 lecture Science and Race: History, Use, and Abuse  examining the 

scientific constructions of race within the collection.109 Several skulls were featured in 

Making and Unmaking Race, a preliminary exhibit ahead of a traveling program, 

 
Expedition, 50 no. 3, (2008) Accessed March 15, 2021. https://www.penn.museum/sites/expedition/the-
morton-collection-and-nagpra/  
106 Lucy Fowler Williams, Stacey O. Espenlaub, and Janet Monge, “Finding Their Way Home: Twenty-
Five Years of NAGPRA at the Penn Museum”, Expedition, 58 no. 1, (2016). 
108 Peter B. Gallagher, “Seminole Indian Remains Complete Circle of Life”, The Seminole Tribune, 
October 30, 2015, Accessed March 18, 2021. 
109 Claudine Cohen, et.al.,“Understanding the History of Race and Science”, Science and Race: History, 
Use, and Abuse, Lecture, Philadelphia, PA, Recorded September 21, 2016, Penn Museum 
https://www.penn.museum/sites/pmclassroom/classes/understanding-the-history-of-race/ September 21, 
2016; John Jackson , Janet Monge, and Arjun Shankur “When Museums Tackle Tough Subjects: Race, 
Science, and the Penn Museum”, Penn Museum, Lecture, May 4, 2017. Accessed March 20, 2021.  
https://www.penn.museum/collections/videos/video/1176 May 4 2017 
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occupying a space between public and staff view.110  Initial student interrogations into the 

university’s connections to slavery and, by extension, the origins of the Morton 

Collection prompted the exhibit’s removal in 2018. While the collection was no longer in 

the main galleries, the skulls were in a renovated classroom, CAAM 100, where students 

both of Penn and local schools encountered the collection and utilized it in courses. 

The Penn and Slavery Project, which saw its first conference in 2019, triggered a 

rapid confrontation with collection that garnered community support and resistance. The 

conference confronted Penn’s 2016 assertation that the university had no connections to 

slavery, demonstrating that the Morton collection contained at least 53 skulls from 

enslaved Cubans.111 The conference was volatile, prompting further community action 

led by Abdul- Aliy Muhammad, a West Philadelphian organizer and activist .112 “It is 

disturbing that bodily remains of enslaved people are warehoused at a school, to highlight 

the discredited science of a former professor in the name of historical preservation,” 

Muhammad wrote in 2019.113 Calls for further interrogation into the collection and its 

esteemed privilege in research were later expounded upon by Police Free Penn, an 

activist group, amidst the social movements of the summer of 2020.114  Their list of 

 
110 Pan Kosty, "Making and Unmaking Race: Morton Collection of Human Crania in the Spotlight at Penn 
Museum" Penn Today , 18 September 2012 https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/making-and-unmaking-race-
morton-collection-human-crania-spotlight-penn-museum 
111 Undergraduate Carson Eckhard produced this scholarship. Manlu Liu, "Penn & Slavery Project Finds 
Profs Collected Body Parts of Enslaved People in the 1800s" The Daily Pennsylanian 29 April 2019 
https://www.thedp.com/article/2019/04/penn-slavery-project-findings-research-medicine 
112  Abdul-Aliy Muahmmad, “Demand University of Penn to Return Enslaved Crania”, Change, (2019) 
https://www.change.org/p/president-of-university-of-penn-and-board-of-trustees-university-of-penn-to-
return-enslaved-crania   
113 Abdul-Aliy A. Muhammad, "As Reparations Debate Continues, the University of Pennsylvania Has A 
Role to Play", The Philadelphia Inquirer, 12 July 2019. 
114 Police Free Penn: An Abolitionist Assembly, "Repatriation & Reparations NOW! Restating what we 
mean by abolish the morton collection", Medium, July 15, 2020 
https://medium.com/@policefreepenn/repatriation-reparations-now-restating-what-we-mean-by-abolish-
the-morton-collection-9a67f9206279 
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demands to the University museum included the creation of a board to conduct outreach 

with impacted communities for repatriation, the discontinuation of the remains from 

public scholarship, and the re-burial of the remains. With activism from Police Free Penn 

and community actors like Muhammad, Philadelphians took to news sites and opinion 

pages to express their concern and objection to the continued exhibition of the skulls. 

Such acknowledgement, met with community frustration and outrage, prompted the 

removal of the skulls from public display. 115  

In February 2021, the Penn Museum confirmed that Black Philadelphians’ 

remains were in the collection. The formal announcement acknowledged that “much of 

the price for making Philadelphia the American ‘City of Medicine’ in the nineteenth 

century was paid in cadavers.”118 The report, which made headlines much as the 

collection’s gradual transfer within the institution, confirmed what so many assumed 

about the collection. While many of the skulls and beings in the collection were robbed of 

their identity, documentation exists in the Morton correspondence and hand-documented 

publications.120 The report concluded with a powerful statement that confirmed 

undergraduates’ initial findings in 2019 and addressed the political and social context of 

the announcement: “the history of Blackness as object of medical and anthropological 

 
115 Komal Patel, "Penn Museum to remove morton cranial collection from public view after student 
opposition" The Daily Pennsylanian 12 July 2020 https://www.thedp.com/article/2020/07/penn-museum-
morton-cranial-collection-black-lives-matter, Hakim Bishara, "Penn Museum to Remove Skull Collection 
of Enslaved People" Hyperallergic July 23, 2020 https://hyperallergic.com/577941/penn-museum-to-
remove-skull-collection-of-enslaved-people/ , Ariella  Azoulay "free renty! Reparations, photography, and 
the imperial premise of scholarship" Hyperallergic https://hyperallergic.com/545667/free-renty/ 
118 An acknowledgement gave a nod to the economies and agreements between graveyard managers and 
teaching colleges, hidden arrangements that resulted in widespread graverobbing at the expense of 
marginalized families and resulted in world-class medical schools that continue to bolster Philadelphia’s 
image. Paul Wolff Mitchell, "Black Philadelphians in the Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection", 
February 14, 2021 https://prss.sas.upenn.edu/penn-medicines-role/black-philadelphians-samuel-george-
morton-cranial-collection 
120 Samuel George Morton, Catalogue of Skulls of Man and the Inferior Animals in the Collection 
(Philadelphia, PA : Turner and Fisher, 1840). 
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study cannot be made discrete from the history of slavery, just as blackness and 

enslavement cannot be separated in accounting for the remains of Black Philadelphians in 

Morton’s skull collection.”121 This statement reinforced Muhammad’s 2019 calls for 

repatriation. The timing of these announcements, with the connections between broader 

social inequity and historic activism, exposes the ongoing complicity of the human 

remains with violence past and present. While the human corpse underwent 

transformations in the public sphere from moralized criminal body to seemingly sterile 

object and artifact, its objectification within socialized spheres carries the imbued 

morality and similar connotations of Othering onto the remains.  

 The Morton Collection’s evolution in the corporeal economy of Philadelphia 

reveals the influence of public opinion and the corpse’s display as contingent and 

dependent on the objectification of remains. Furthermore, it is indicative of the public’s 

push for humanization of remains. The power of the human body in exhibition collections 

can be seen through the tension around their objectification in the Museum setting.  

While the collection is removed from public consumption, its status as a teaching tool 

and research aid prolongs the corporeal economy that visitation fostered. The whole 

collection remains immortalized on a public webpage, with researchers and academic 

inquiries listed on the institution’s website.122 These physical markers as well as the 

continued capitalization off of the collection through individual research in Police Free 

Penn’s words: “reproduces Morton’s violent and white supremacist assumption: that the 

 
121 Paul Wolff Mitchell, "Black Philadelphians in the Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection", February 
14, 2021 https://prss.sas.upenn.edu/penn-medicines-role/black-philadelphians-samuel-george-morton-
cranial-collection  
122 Open Research Scan Archive, University of Pennsylvania, Accessed April 6, 2021 
https://www.penn.museum/sites/orsa/Welcome.html  
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descendants of enslaved Africans, and of Indigenous, Latinx, and Asian communities do 

not have the right to care for their own ancestors; and that the desire of imperial 

knowledge-producers supersede the self-determination of Black and brown 

communities”.123 The specific target of this aspect of the collection’s status underlines the 

breadth of public consumption of human remains and highlights its perceived relationship 

to ongoing violence. 

On a warm April evening in 2021, nearly 200 years after the Morton collected his 

first human skull, and almost 300 years after the first public dissection in the American 

colonies, a group of nearly 50 Philadelphians gathered outside the Penn Museum to call 

for the repatriation of the Morton collection. The mood was optimistic and reverent, 

beginning with libations spread by Charlyn Griffith-Oro and prayers intoned for the 

remains inside the brick walls behind the banner. “We cannot be desensitized,” Griffith-

Oro intoned over cowry shells and water, referencing the dehumanizing nature of 

exhibition and centering the humanity of the skulls.124 Speakers spoke to the remains 

interred inside the museum, addressing the past as well as the present, referencing the 

almshouse history on the ground they were standing in, centering the humanity of the 

lives subjected to post-mortem dissection and robberies.125 Michael O’Rourke, a 

organizing director and Working Families Party member, passionately reminded the 

 
123 Police Free Penn: An Abolitionist Assembly, "Repatriation & Reparations NOW! Restating what we 
mean by abolish the morton collection", Medium, July 15, 2020 
https://medium.com/@policefreepenn/repatriation-reparations-now-restating-what-we-mean-by-abolish-
the-morton-collection-9a67f9206279 
124 Charlyn Griffith-Oro, , “Intonement and Libations”, Return and Repatriate: Abolish the Morton 
Collection, Rally, Philadelphia, PA, April 7, 2021. Penn Museum, University of Pennsylvania.  
125 Return and Repatriate: Abolish the Morton Collection, Rally, Philadelphia, PA, April 7, 2021. Penn 
Museum, University of Pennsylvania 
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group that “We owe something to the dead”, situating the activism present within a 

broader tradition of funerary and ritual traditions.126   

 
126 Michael O’Rourke,  “Speech”, Return and Repatriate: Abolish the Morton Collection, Rally, 
Philadelphia, PA, April 7, 2021. Penn Museum, University of Pennsylvania 
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Figure 11. Pamphlet from @PoliceFreePenn protest on April 8, 2021. Photo 
courtesy the author. 
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The April 2021 vigil underscored the fact that Philadelphians have long played an 

active role in negotiating corporeal economies. They participate within the economies by 

consuming the dead body as artifact and object. They push the boundaries of these 

networks by challenging the place of the corpse in public spaces, pressuring anatomists, 

like Shippen, and institutions, like the Penn Museum, to reckon with the origin and 

display of human remains.  The recent challenges to the Morton Collection, and 

subsequent institution actions, reflect the role of Philadelphia citizens in shaping the 

corpse geography of their city. The democratization of voice is evident in the challenges 

to Morton’s collection and fostered White supremacy.  

Where the public challenged postmortem dissection and display, the Museum 

normalized it and set expectations within the socialized space they were exhibited. The 

segregated space of the Museum hindered total participation from the total Philadelphia 

community, thus underpinning the White supremacist and racist displays of the human 

beings. The article explaining the origin of these remains interrupted this sense of 

security by democratizing post-mortem display where Philadelphia had normalized 

inequitable display of minoritized communities, prompting outrage while marginalized 

bodies stared out behind plexiglass displays and were involved in public programming as 

artifacts, not human beings.  

The recent uptick in outrage over the Morton Collection demonstrates that the 

physical impact of anatomical collection and display is not isolated to its initial collection 

or interpretation. Much as the relationship between class and post-mortem protection, the 

legacy of human remains collections is innately tied to contemporary pursuits of equity 

and justice. The Museum, as a site of public engagement and socialization, thus expands 
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complicity and consumption of genocide and state violence within the corporeal 

economies that navigated the Museum and exposition so long as these collections go 

unchallenged. In the case of Morton, the contexts of the Academy of Natural Sciences 

and later the Penn Museum protected the collection from scrutiny afforded to anatomical 

lectures and teaching colleges. However citizens found ways, and are finding ways, to 

challenge the silence around such collections and reinforce the humanity of remains. 

 

Putting Resistance  on the Map 
 
 

The footprint of these protests and the historic footprint of the bodies at the center 

of the repatriation movement is the largest in this project. While the protests explicitly 

called for repatriation of Philadelphia dead and enslaved remains, this is a vast collection 

of crania that has international implications.  

The spaces where bodies were taken in Philadelphia are long covered over by 

new, or now old, developments. At the site of the Blockley Almshouse Burial Ground 

stands the imposing Franklin Field. The bodies themselves used to stare out the west 

windows of CAAM 100, the lower windows in the Penn Museum behind the bus stop if 

you’re facing South Street Bridge, but now off public view reside quietly in the belly of 

the museum storage.127 The April 2021 gathering met at the little triangle park between 

Penn Museum and Penn Hospital, participants facing the burial-ground-turned-sports-

arena and the museum.  

 
127 The crania are still inside the museum, as are several Egyptian mummies and other scattered human 
remains. Estimates of the number range from 6,000-10,000.  
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The site is a chaotic and fast space, even in the summer when University of 

Pennsylvania students aren’t rushing through campus. The hospital campus is 

increasingly expanding, vertically, so the landscape is punctuated by the staccato of a 

jackhammer or hammer, a crescendo of sirens to the nearby emergency room, and the 

distant din of chatter, traffic, and harried footsteps of staff and patients alike. Bus stops 

and light poles alike are dotted with advertisements and art. It is a space that 

communicates visually as well as aurally.  

The stickers, and subsequent online marker, would need to be straightforward and 

catch the eye but not be too upsetting for commuters to the hospital and University 

students. But in no way could the topic be dodged or avoided, particularly at a site that so 

recently had been exposed. I settled on tagging the bus stop pole outside of the main 

entrance of the Penn Museum, facing the stairs the visitors and staff use to access the 

building. The second sticker I placed on a pole at the east tip of Edward W. Kane park, 

the site of the protest in April 2021.  
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Figure 12. Tagged sites relating to the 2021 protest movement. Screenshot 
courtesy the author. 

 
 

Figure 13. Desktop view of 2021 text. Screenshot courtesy author. 
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Figure 14. Phone or tablet view of 2021 text. Screenshot courtesy author.  
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CHAPTER 5:  
CONCLUSION 

 
As long as there have been corpse trafficking in Philadelphia, there have been 

people to endorse and resist the practice. The commodification of the dead and 

dehumanization of the body into specimen and object are so entrenched with American 

ideals and White supremacy that they remain embedded into institutional foundations like 

the Museum and University that as much make-meaning out of space as they do replicate 

identity. Thus, resistance against post-mortem defilement is synonymous with recentering 

dignity and asserting worth, though it is still widely regarded as an ignorant and anti-

scientific endeavor. By reading the past against established, elite, White narratives, a 

broad and more complex understanding of the continued display of the dead comes to 

light. The dead endure and persist in Philadelphia’s public history landscape so too 

should the reality of its resistance be exhibited.  

Thinking about the way Philadelphians, and myself, interact with the dead has 

made me reflect quite a bit on the way we extend dignity to the dead and how care for the 

dead can translate into transformative spaces. Woodlands Cemetery, an active historic 

cemetery and historic site, has made an effective model of maintaining open, community 

space amidst the gravestones in an accessible manner. The question is thus, what do we 

owe the dead and rather how can we care for the living in part? Justice for the dead is 

never justice, until it extends to descendant and neighboring community. So it is that 

solutions to this past cannot be determined by institutions complicit in the practice, but 

will be negotiated as they have always been by community demand and efforts.  
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The recentering of dignity in these spaces has always been radical. It raised 

eyebrows and fear in 1765. It made headlines in 1882 and characterized the undercurrent 

of life around medical care in the 1800s. Throughout, and persisting to this day, the dead 

remain commodified pieces in elite and recreational circles. So too is the fight to 

rehumanize the dead and their descendants, with recent outcry over the Morton Crania 

Collection resurging in 2021. This past has never been more present and the imperative to 

be understood is essential in navigating the difficult and intense repatriation processes.  

Throughout this project and this process, I’ve been increasingly overwhelmed 

with the vast number of individuals that make up this messy legacy of colonialism and 

White supremacy that is the body trade. Future development of the project will engage 

community members and brainstorm what collaborative production looks like. What is 

certain, is increasing visibility of the practice and very real presence of this practice in 

public life. It will work to better understand how visitors, to spaces where the dead are 

displayed, encounter them and make meaning.  

My hopes for this project are to continue beyond this degree and this prototype. I 

hope to partner with community members to continue to research the many impacts of the 

body trade and to offer more insight into resistance groups throughout its history. I hope 

to conduct greater archival research to reanimate the past and complicate dominant 

narratives. I hope that community partnerships can lead to discussions of how best to 

commemorate this past, if at all, and that walking tours or commemorative endeavors can 

continue to shape these spaces into ones that recognize the past. More than anything, I 

hope that with funding and time and additional minds working on this, this can be a 

collaborative and experimental endeavor.  
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How the dead are treated reflects the values for the living. These are ongoing 

conversations, as the movement against Penn last summer in 2021 reveals. There is 

vested interest in the care of the dead and the afterlife of human ancestors and 

understanding where we come from and the generations of Philadelphians defending the 

dead can help move these conversations forward. Elite spaces have largely written the 

history of anatomical collection and display. They have also, in their disregard for living 

dignity, disavowed their entitlement to these remains and these stories. This work will 

hopefully challenge the current discourse that disregards public questions regarding post-

mortem dignity as merely anti-science. The people through the generations before us 

were not obtuse or disinterested in medical advancement, but fighting for the dignity of 

their loved ones  and neighbors. This work continues and it will involve all of us to create 

a landscape where dignity is valued, where we can create and imagine new ways of 

engaging the past.  
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APPENDIX A:  
THE SAILOR’S MOB OF 1745 

 
 

“Methinks I see a mob of sailors rise— Revenge!—revenge! they cry—and damn their 
eyes— Revenge for comrade Jack, whose flesh, they say, You minced to morsels and 

then threw away.” 
Francis Hopkinson, Oration… to the Students in Anatomy128 

 

In retrospect, Dr. William Shippen Jr., of 238 S. 4th St, should have seen the group 

coming. For the last several years he had taken to the papers to quell those he saw as 

“persons opposed to anatomic research”, the subject of which he was the official expert at 

the newly minted University of Pennsylvania Medical School. Despite his repeated 

advertisements in the local Philadelphia Papers claiming to have only used the bodies of 

criminals from the Walnut Street Jail and the occasional pauper, resentment, suspicion, 

and anger grew steadily in the city of Philadelphia.  

Philadelphia in November 1765 was an intimate town. While it was one of the 

most important and quickly growing cities in the British colonies, it had the flavor of a 

small town where “almost everyone knew what was going on in it” (Horner). So when 

frustrations and suspicion over the origins of the bodies used in Dr. Shippen’s anatomical 

lectures were vocalized over glasses of ale or hot chocolate, over docking ships in the 

Delaware ports, emotions boiled over.  

The night in question, Dr. Shippen was about to leave his residence on fourth 

street when the “mob” descended. No stranger to the occasional rock thrown at a window 

or the odd threat hurled his way on the public streets, Shippen hesitated to leave out the 

 
128 Francis Hopkinson, An Oration which might have been delivered to the students in anatomy on the late 
rupture between the two schools in this city, (T. Dobson and T Lang: Philadelphia, PA), 1789. 
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front door, probably pausing inside, peeking through a handmade curtain to ascertain the 

crowd outside. Eventually, as the crowd descended on his coach and driver, who 

managed to just make off with the horse alive and coach somewhat intact, Shippen 

slipped into the alleyway behind his home and made his escape in the dark, Philadelphia 

streets, leaving the angry crowd outside to assault his home, break his windows, and 

shoot musket ball into his foundation. 

Figure 15. Doctor’s Riot, NYC. While no images exist of the Sailors’ Mob, nor any images 
of the event after, this was not the last demonstration against doctor and anatomists in this 

time. A later riot in NYC would make headlines and be immortalized in lithographs and 
sketches. We can imagine the same fury and methods demonstrated here would have been 
present that fateful Philadelphia night in 1765. Sketch courtesy of Smithsonian Magazine. 

 

We will never know the number of people, nor their demographic makeup, nor 

their official slogan or demands. They are lost to history, relegated as mere opposers to 

scientific discovery and medical advancement. The event became known in popular 
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memory as the Sailors’ Mob, due to the fact the only identifiable figures were likely 

docked sailors. What did sailors have to do with anatomy? Why is this event, for being 

the earliest documented group resistance against human dissection in the British colonies, 

so unknown?  

 The first printed references to the riot, despite a proliferation in Shippen’s 

desperate defenses of his bodies in Philadelphia newspapers, begin in anatomical lectures 

in the 1800s at the University of Pennsylvania. Shippen’s professional descendants – 

Horner and Wistar – invoke the events when covering the history of anatomy for their 

students. Anatomists had to contend with a lot of misguided and ignorant opposition to 

their craft, was the overwhelming reflection from practicing anatomists and medical 

professionals.  

 

Figure 16. A class pass for Dr. Shippen’s anatomical class. Photo courtesy 
University of Pennsylvania Archives. 
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But what was framed as ignorant resistance to medical knowledge was likely a righteous 

defense of the dead from the marginalized living. Shippen never rejects using human 

remains for his teachings, but publicly shares the origin. He denies looting Christian 

burial grounds for the dead, but is open and emphatic over using the bodies of criminals 

and remains taken from the various pauper burial grounds located around the city. 

Marginalized Philadelphians, immigrants, enslaved Black Philadelphians, free Black 

Philadelphians, Indigenous occupants, and impoverished workers, were not only 

subjected to great physical policing and limitations during life but after death as well. 

There was little guarantee of a secure afterlife in city graveyards for the poor and 

marginalized, as the outrage against Shippen demonstrates.  

“Seek ye for foes!—alas, my friends, look round in ev’ry street, see num’rous 

foes abound! Methinks I hear them cry, in varied tones, “Give us our father’s—

brother’s—sister’s bones,” writes Francis Hopkinson, a Philadelphia satirist and poet.  

Hopkinson, in his Oration to Philadelphia anatomy students, not only acknowledges the 

intention of the mob against selective medical professional memory, but recognizes the 

way these Philadelphians were not only victims in medical “progress” but also agents of 

descent and reckoning as this process unfolded. They were witnesses to the very real 

exploitation that anatomical instruction and insight rested upon.  

The Sailors’ Mob forever tarnished Shippen’s public face in Philadelphia, though 

he continued to practice medicine and teach at the medical college.  He would 

periodically defend his actions in printed press and his colleagues would continue to 

defend his actions as well as partake themselves. Shippen laid the foundation for the 

anatomical body trade in Philadelphia, but the Sailors’ Mob initiated the resistance and 
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calls for accountability that continuously rise up against individuals and institutions 

throughout Philadelphia’s history. Later, protesters would be framed as anti-science by 

medical instructors and the Sailor’s Mob offered as a cautionary tale for young 

anatomists embarking on the trade.  

 

 
 

Figure 17. View of the Shippen-Wistar House from S. Fourth St. Photo courtesy the 
author.   
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Figure 18. Mobile view of Shippen site, from scanning QR code. Screenshot courtesy 

the author.  
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Figure 19. Landing page of the Sailor’s Mob. Chose active voice to keep audience 
engaged and interested and to further enforce the centering of protestors’ 

perspectives. Screenshot courtesy of author.  
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APPENDIX B: 
THE BLOCKLEY ALMSHOUSE SCANDAL OF 1845 

 
 

 
Figure 20. View of Blockley Almshouse grounds, looking down South Street. 
Almshouse burial grounds on left, toward river. Photo courtesy University of 

Pennsylvania. 
 

By the time the Board of Guardians convened on November 10, 1845, the uproar 

over bodies was causing a stir. Blockley Almshouse, or the Philadelphia General 

Hospital, was a growing campus of medical treatment spaces and shelter for many of 

Philadelphia’s most marginalized and in-need. The Board of Guardians, elite, White 

Philadelphians appointed to care for the poor and in need, gathered that Monday after a 

weekend full of chatter, rumor, and growing anger.  

After the Sailor’s Mob some years prior and consistent unease surrounding 

cemetery spaces, at a time when elite cemeteries were erecting protective gates, walls, 

and shelter for the dead, the Board issued a statement underscoring the security of the 
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modest burial site at the Blockley Campus. Not much is known of the burial ground at 

Blockley, only that it was typically overrun and marked by several graves, many of which 

were not marked.  

In the meeting, undoubtedly a harried and tense affair, while the Board of 

Guardians was not comprised of any medically trained personnel the urge to act to protect 

the image of the institution and their own personal images in the city. Potentially, a few 

of them cared about the poor and their dignity after death, which is palpable in the 

meeting minutes.  Despite the heated minutes and the emotional public writings that 

conveyed an institution seemingly against the practice, the body snatchings continued.  

 
Figure 21. Mobile view of 1845 event. Screenshot courtesy author. 
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Figure 22. Landing page for 1845 Blockley Almshouse scandal and resistance. 
Screenshot courtesy author.  
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APPENDIX C:  
THE LEBANON CEMETERY LOOTINGS OF 1882 

 
 
December 1882.  
 

Well into the body trade peak of Philadelphia, citizens were talking. Graves were 

left unearthed and bodies unable to be located. Elite cemeteries embraced fences and 

nighttime guards. All residents worried over the fate of their loved ones, though not every 

Philadelphian was at the same risk. Marginalized communities like Black, immigrant, and 

Indigenous Philadelphians continued to bear the brunt of post-mortem disturbance.  

Louis Megargee, a reporter for the Philadelphia Press, was committed to 

exposing it. As dusk settled over Philadelphia in December of 1881, he began a year long 

process of situating himself on a slight hill overlooking Lebanon Cemetery, a 

traditionally Black cemetery in South Philadelphia.129 Every evening he would wait deep 

into the early morning, huddled near a small fire, noting the small pairs of men who 

would routinely enter the cemetery’s grounds, struggle amidst the graves, and pass 

through the iron gates some hours later, their wagons suspiciously laden. One bitter cold 

night, just before Christmas of 1882, he hid in wait for the mysterious individuals, gun at 

the ready.  

What would be published in the Philadelphia Press would expose a complex and 

delicate network between the medical colleges and Lebanon Cemetery manager Frank 

McNamee.130 It quickly spurred local outrage. Hundreds of Black Philadelphians raced to 

 
129 Tommy Rowan, “1882: Grave Robbers Sold Black Bodies to Medical College”, The Philadelphia 
Inquirer, February 23, 2017.  
130Tommy Rowan, “1882: Grave Robbers Sold Black Bodies to Medical College”, The Philadelphia 
Inquirer, February 23, 2017. 
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the city morgue, shouting for answers and demanding to see their relatives who were 

interred in Lebanon Cemetery.131 The recovered remains rescued by Megargee’s swift 

action the night prior were laid out for identification, prompting emotional outbursts of 

grief and frustration. While the “buzzards,” the men physically removing interred 

Philadelphians from their graves, received jail time the orchestrating medical 

professionals behind the orders were spared long term punishment. While Black 

Philadelphians’ pleas for guards fell short of official recognition, doctors mobilized to 

pass a new law in 1883 mandating the required city institutions to donate bodies to 

medical schools that would otherwise be buried at public expense.132 With municipal 

apathy, Black Philadelphians sought to adjust their own individual burial traditions to 

protect their loved ones after death.133 The local implications of structural theft in pursuit 

of medical knowledge were deep and marked. 

 
131  W. S. Forbes, History of the Anatomy Act of Pennsylvania (The Philadelphia Medical Publishing 
Company, 1898). 
132  W.S. Forbes, History of the Anatomy Act of Pennsylvania (The Philadelphia Medical Publishing 
Company, 1898).  
133 Jubilee Marshall,  “Race, Death, and Public Health in Early Philadelphia, 1750–1793,” Pennsylvania 
History 87 no. 2 (2020), pp. 364-389. 
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FIGURE 23. Dramatic scene in a Philadelphia newspaper shows the moment of 
capture for the resurrectionists in Lebanon Cemetery. Photo courtesy WHYY. 

 

Lebanon Cemetery sprawled over 11 acres, bordered by a clean, low wall and 

modest metal gating. Located in a dramatically underdeveloped Philadelphia region, 

between the imposing Moyamensing Prison and the bustling city center, its presence was 

one of necessity and a result of segregation. Black Philadelphians were forbidden to bury 

their dead in any other public cemteries Philadelphia (racial segregation persisted after 

death and up till the 19xxs in Philadelphia county). Created in 1849, it was a place for 

Black Philadelphians to gather and bury their dead in dignity, something that was hard 

sought for in chattel slavery and the landscape of racism in the United States of America. 
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Abuse in life persisted after death, death landscapes were some of the most hotly 

contested spaces where dignity was warred over and waged. Cemeteries like Lebanon 

was both a place of respite and a stark marker of racial inequity in the City of Brotherly 

Love. 

The distance and this defensive measure was not merely ornamental. While the 

rural cemetery movement that sustained distanced and ornamental spaces was a product 

of elite leisure time and changing attitudes toward green spaces in urbanizing areas, it 

was also a defense mechanism against grave theft. It was a class and race indicator that 

made the difference between a disturbed grave and a dignified one all the more apparent.  

Lebanon cemetery brings into stark reality the liminality and precarious peace 

death brought to Black Philadelphians. At the time of this event, the trade in Black bodies 

was prevalent across the city, a practice originating with Dr. Shippen on the precipice of 

the American Revolution.  
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Figure 24. Mobile view of 1882 Lebanon Cemetery snatching text. Screenshot 
courtesy author. 
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Figure 25. 1882 Lebanon Cemetery landing page on website. Screenshot courtesy 
author.  
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APPENDIX D: 
PHILADELPHIA CORPOREAL ECONOMIES AND CONTESTATION 

 
 
 

 
134 William W. Keen, Addresses and Other Papers, (Philadelphia, PA: Saunders, 1905) 
135 Charles Lawrence , History of the Philadelphia Almshouses and Hospitals: From the Beginning of the 
Eighteenth to the Ending of the Nineteenth Centuries, covering a period of nearly two hundred years, 
showing the mode of distributing public relief through the management of the boards of overseers of the 
poor, guardians of the poor, and the directors of the department of charities and corrections (Philadelphia: 
Charles Lawrence, 1905). 
136 Charles Lawrence , History of the Philadelphia Almshouses and Hospitals: From the Beginning of the 
Eighteenth to the Ending of the Nineteenth Centuries, covering a period of nearly two hundred years, 
showing the mode of distributing public relief through the management of the boards of overseers of the 
poor, guardians of the poor, and the directors of the department of charities and corrections (Philadelphia: 
Charles Lawrence, 1905). 
137 Samuel Redman, Bone Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory in Museums (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2016): 333.  
138Emily Bazelon, “Grave Offense: Emily Bazelon on 19th-century Medicine’s Midnight Invasion of the 
Body Snatchers” Legal Affairs.  
139 Samuel Redman, Bone Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory in Museums (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2016): 851.  

 
Philadelphia Corporeal Economies and Contention 
 
1751 First documented public dissection. 134 
1762 Dr. William Shippen offering public courses in anatomy using human 

corpses for dissection. 
1765 Dr. William Shippen accused of body snatching – Sailor’s Mob 
1823 Last publicly attended execution at Logan Square 
1845 Protest brought to Guardians of the Poor regarding the “practice 

of taking the bodies from the graveyard to the lecture rooms”135  
1851 Gliddon unwrappings at the Chinese Museum in Philadelphia  
1861 Graverobbing scandal brought to Guardians of the Poor and local 

newspapers136 
1863 Mütter Museum opens to the public  
1867  Pennsylvania Ghastly Act  
1876 Alaskan Mummies on display in the Philadelphia centennial137 
1882 Black Philadelphians protest grave robbery at city morgue 138, 

Philadelphia press breaks story of documented snatchings and 
midnight grave robberies  
 
Lebanon Cemetery – body snatchings. 
  

1883 Philadelphia Anatomy Act  
1895 Exhibit of mummified remains at Penn Museum139 
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140 Heather Newlin, “An Unusual Display”, The Philly History Blog, Philadelphia City Archives, August 
14, 2006. https://blog.phillyhistory.org/index.php/2006/08/an-unusual-display/  
141 Masaki Komori, "Dead Bodies on Display: Museum Ethics in the History of the Mütter Museum", 
Journal of American and Canadian Studies: 35. (2017).https://go-gale-
com.libproxy.temple.edu/ps/i.do?p=AONE&u=temple_main&id=GALE%7CA539387954&v=2.1&it=r 
149 Peter B. Gallagher, “Seminole Indian Remains Complete Circle of Life”, The Seminole Tribune, 
October 30, 2015, Accessed March 18, 2021.  
150 Claudine Cohen et.al., “Understanding the History of Race and Science”, Science and Race: History, 
Use, and Abuse, Lecture, Philadelphia, PA, Recorded September 21, 2016, Penn Museum 
https://www.penn.museum/sites/pmclassroom/classes/understanding-the-history-of-race/ September 21, 
2016  

1921 Human scalp displayed in Independence Hall Museum (returned to 
Historical Society in Pennsylvania in 1960) 140 

1966 Morton Collection enters Penn Museum  
1970 Mütter Museum rebrands to entice tourists and general public, 

embraces yoyeurism  141 
1990 Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act  passes 
2005 Body Worlds exhibited at the Franklin Institute  

 
Exhibit met with public scrutiny and inflamed Opinion pages. 

2011 Imagine Africa opens at Penn Museum featuring Morton Crania  
2012 Making and Unmaking Race opens at Penn Museum, featuring Morton 

Crania and exhibiting past scientific techniques.  
2014 Morton Skull Collection enters CAAM 100 
2015 Two skulls repatriated to Seminole tribe from Morton Collection 149 
2016 Penn commits to engaging the race theories tied to Morton Crania 

Collection, creating public course: “Science and Race: History, Use 
and Abuse”150 
 
Penn denies connections to the slave trade.  

2017 Penn Museum reflects on “Science and Race”, lauding Morton 
collection. Invites community to handle skulls. 

2018 Skulls leave exhibit Making and Unmaking Race 
2019 Penn and Slavery Symposium – undergraduate researchers identify 

Morton collection’s relationship to slave trade and call for action. 
 
Last remaining skulls leave Imagine Africa gallery. 
 
Change.org petition created for repatriation of remains.  

2020 June – increased calls for action by students and community 
activists.  
 
July – “following calls both in and outside of Penn, the Penn museum 
removed the Morton collection from display in glass fronted cabinets 
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151 Paul Wolff Mitchell, "Black Philadelphians in the Samuel George Morton Cranial Collection", Penn 
Program on Race, Science, and Society,  February 14, 2021 https://prss.sas.upenn.edu/penn-medicines-
role/black-philadelphians-samuel-george-morton-cranial-collection 
 

in a museum collection and has stated its intention to repatriate or 
rebury the remains of enslaved individuals in the collection”151  

2021 February - Penn Museum and the University of Pennsylvania issue 
statement acknowledging the Black Philadelphian remains in Morton 
collection following Mitchell article. 
 
April - Police Free Penn Organizes rally calling for repatriation of 
Morton Collection.  
            Penn Museum commits to repatriation of enslaved remains. 
 
            Billy Penn breaks news that 1985 MOVE bombing victim 
remains have been in museum collection, instructional videos.  
 
            Rally calling for curator Janet Monge’s termination and the 
return of missing remains to the Africa family and MOVE 
survivors,  


